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Two BG teams head for NCAA

Festival
planning
resumes
by Judy Immel
assistant city editor

The Theta Chi fraternity is
still working on a fundraising
event, although the denial of an
F-permit by City Council last
week rules out the possibility of
selling alcohol.
Adam Bechler, president of
Theta Chi, 334 N. Main St., said
the fraternity is "looking into a
few things to make some
money," after the liquor license
was turned down for the second
year in a row.
Bechler said a modified Theta
Fest, with a barbecue and live
music outside in the afternoon
and a party inside the house
after 6 p.m., is being considered.
Another possibility is a happy
hours at a downtown bar, he
said.

BG News/Rob Upton
Bowling Green's hockey and women's basketball teams are headed to their respective NCAA tournaments
for the second consecutive year. Scott Paluch (right) raises his finger to signify the Falcons are No. 1 after
their 5-3 win over Lake Superior in the CCHA tourney finals. The Lady Falcon cagers (top) celebrate their
second straight MidAmerican Conference tournament championship after a 70-53 over Western Michigan. From left to right is Heather Finfrock. Angie Bonner. Paulette Backstrom, Chris Mossing and Wendi
Huntley. See stories page nine.

Photo courtesy the Key/Dave Kielmeyer

The original Theta Fest,
scheduled for April 30, was to be
held in the enclosed rear parking lot of the fraternity house.
Fraternity members worked
□ See Theta Fest, page 5.

Minority faculty offered PSO submits proposals
increased wages, benefits Recommendations designed to encourage action
by Jared O. Wadley
staff reporter

With the low number of minorities seeking teaching and administrative jobs, colleges are
attempting to hire minority faculty from other schools to fill its
positions.
In order to be competitive, the
University has had to match salaries to keep its minority faculty and staff, said Miguel Ornelas, director of Affirmative Action.
The top paid positions filled by
minorities at the University are
Mary Edmonds, vice president
of Student Affairs, $77,892; Winifred Stone, associate professor
of Ethnic Studies and associate
dean of Graduate Admissions,
$62,457; Robert Perry, chair and
associate professor of Ethnic
Studies; and Gaylyn Finn, Uni-

versity treasurer, $52,500.
Ornelas said the University
wants to improve its number of
minority faculty and staff.
"The University has become
cognizant of the low number of
minority faculty and staff.
There is a spirit to do something,
and the administration has
shown high interest in resolving
theproblem," Ornelas said.
That interest, he said, starts
with University President Paul
Olscamp.
Olscamp said there is a Minority Faculty, Staff and Student
Retention Advisory Board in
each college to "intensify efforts
to hire additional minorities."
Moreover, Ornelas said Olscamp is supportive of Affirmative Action and rgives him "complete freedom' to make recommendations to departments
to improve hiring practices.
When a department has a job

opening, its dean notifies Ornelas to review the position and to
place it in an advertisement in
minority higher education
newspapers.
After candidates are selected
by Eloise Clark, vice president
of Academic Affairs, Ornelas
makes a recommendation for a
finalist.
In addition to the University,
University of Toledo administrators are working hard to increase minority faculty by completing three goals.
University of Toledo President James McComas said there
is a need to have minority faculty members in all undergraduate colleges, to increase the
number of blacks enrolling and
retain them, and to create a
supportive climate for minority
students.
D See Minorities, page 4.

by Elizabeth Kimes
staff reporter

The Progressive Student Organization has formulated three proposals in an attempt to facilitate
campus-wide involvement against apartheid in
South Africa.
According to PSO president Disraeli Hutton, the
motion of the group is in response to a committee
organized by the BGSU Foundation Board. In February, the
Foundation Board announced
that a committee had been formed to look into how the University could make a positive
contribution in the elimination of
apartheid.
The first of the PSO proposals
is the arrangement of a committee consisting of the main sectors
of the University which have Hutton
spoken out against apartheid, Hutton said.
The goal of the committee would be to get a
campus-wide view of how the University can help
to stop apartheid in South Africa.

"The committee would include members of the
PSO, the Foundation Board, the Faculty Senate,
the Racial Justice Committee, the Administrative
Staff Council, and anyone else who is interested,"
Hutton said.
Foundation Board president Ashel Bryan said he
has no objections to an organization formulating
with such goals.
"Once the committee (of the Foundation Board)
comes up with some proposals, I encourage campus debate about what to do," Bryan said. "Various groups can work together on it."
The Foundation Board committee is scheduled
to present its proposals at the Board's May meeting.
Second, the PSO recommends the University
donate $100,000 to the African National Congress.
The ANC has led black opposition to white rule in
South Africa for the past 70 years. Although outlawed in 1965, the ANC continues to be the leading
force in uniting various tribes and black ideologies
into a combined effort to end apartheid.
The third of the PSO proposals is the awarding of
an honorary degree by the University to Nelson
Mandela.
_
...
See Apartheid, page 4.

Shultz peace plan
altered by Shamir

Bus accident kills one child

WASHINGTON (AP) - Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir
arrived here Monday with what he called new ideas for Mideast
peace talks and said he would not give a ves-or-no reply to the U.S.
Blueprint for negotiations with the Arabs during his four-day stay.
Shamir did not disclose the revisions he will propose to Secretary
of State George Shultz, who devised the plan and set this week as a
deadline for a reply from the Israeli and Jordanian governments.
But in an arrival statement, Shamir said the 1978 Camp David
agreements, which called for a five-year trial period of Palestinian
self-rule, "should serve as our guide.
The State Department did not indicate whether Shultz would be
willing to alter his formula for negotiations. Spokesman Charles E.
Redman simply called it "a serious proposal that was under "active consideration" in Israeli and Arab capitals.
Shultz is pushing for a three-year interim arrangement on the Israeli-held West Bank and Gaza Strip, with negotiations for an overall settlement to open by December. He is also prodding Israel to
cede territory in exchange for Arab recognition.
Shamir, stepping from a U.S. Air Force plane at Andrews Air
Force Base in suburban Maryland, said he was "always open to new
and constructive proposals'' to bring peace to the Middle East.
He said Israel wished to live in peace with its neighbors, but that
"violence, terrorism and war are endemic" to the region.

One person was killed
and 12 injured when a
school bus carrying mentally retarded children skidded off Dunbridge Road
one mile north of Bowling
Green Monday afternoon.
Siz-year-old Monica
Roth of Northwood was
killed in the accident which
occurred at 3:15 p.m. The
others were taken by Bowling Green and Troy Township fire department ambulances to Wood County
Hospital, according to the
Walbridge post of the State
Highway Patrol.
There were 13 children
on the bus, the patrol said.
O See Accident, page 5.

Tuesday

by John Meola

city reporter

Photo courtesy the Key Dave Kielmeyer
Rescue workers survey the damage to a Wood Lane school bus which overturned on Dunbridge Road killing one passenger and injuring 12 others.

News in Brief
The deadline to petition for Undergraduate Stu-

DFaculty Senate's unique history is
remembered as its 25th anniversary is
celebrated, see story page three.
DGraduate Student Senate was denied
most of its funding requests for its annual research awards, see story page
four.
DKim Trost led the gymnastics team
In a victory over Illinois State this weekend, see story page ten.
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District representatives will be elected next fall,

tended until 5 p.m. today due to some confusion reAbout 30 candidates will be running for senator
gar-ding procedure, according to the USG vice positions, as well as "a definite two for the presipresident.
dent/vice president ticket, maybe three," Perry
Jim Perry said he has extended the deadline, said.
whi<± was originally 4 p.m. yesterday, because
Each potential candidate for at-large representatives must have at least 25 signatures in order to 1
aome g^f^i XJ$Q senators who were appointed
this semester after elected members resigned, did be on the ballot. President and vice president posi- 1
not realize they had to be elected for next year.
tions require 100 signatures on the petition.
"However, if a someone wanted to run the day
Elected USG positions for fall semester include befor* elections, all they have to do is have a friend 1
sentatives. The election will be held April 13-14 in they must adhere to the same rules for running as 1
the Union Oval.
other candidates."
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Senate voice needed
1963. It was the year of a civil rights march on
Washington, the year of a presidential assassination and the year a new Faculty Senate was
born.
The Faculty Senate celebrates its 25th anniversary today, and it is a much stronger body than the
Senate of the 1950s.
The earlier Senate met only when convened by
the University president, which was not often.
Faculty members had the choice of serving on
three councils — Academic, Administrative or Student Affairs. Their voices were divided, and their
impact was weak.
Having an emotionally unstable University
president, Ralph McDonald, who forced students to
withdraw from the University finally forced the
faculty to take a stand. This eventually resulted in
the creation of the elected, unified body we today
call Faculty Senate.
And it is a much needed organization. As a collective voice, faculty members can speak freely and
without fear of retribution for individual opinions.
Without the Senate as a means to express a collective view, individual concerns would be drowned
in bureaucracy.
Although a large Senate is not without its drawbacks — speedy deliberations are not known to be
its strong point — the University needs to have a
vehicle for all faculty to express their views.
Keeping the power in the hands of many people
prevents the University from becoming a place of
persecution instead of education.

Understanding a disease
Miscellaneous

By Mike
Doherty

What do Bowling Green icer
Andy Gribble, former Cincinnati
Red ace Bill Gullickson and Boston Red Sox hurler Robby
Woodward all have in common?
They're all world-class athletes, right?
Correct. But while I can only
dream of challenging Joe Carter
with a fastball, or firing a slapshot at Jason Muzzatti, I do
share one thing in common with
these three gentlemen.
We're all diabetic.
Today, March 15, is American
Diabetes Alert Day. The aim of
this "day" is to help identify
people at risk of developing
diabetes, and to increase the
blic's understanding of the
To be sure, the general public
does not understand diabetes.

Mutant pizzas eat BG
By Jerry Yarnetsky

When it comes to dreams,
psychologists say that they're usually unpleasant and of things
you deal with everyday (with
the occasional exception of flying, etc...) I knew I was in
trouble when I dreamt this one...
BOWLING GREEN (TASS) —
It was the year Bowling Green
took on a new glow, it was also
the year former Ohio Governor
Richard F. Celeste decided the
Northwest Ohio city was a better
place to train the state guard
units than Nicaragua. Indeed,
1990 was a strange year for what
used to be the city of Bowling
Green.
Pizza and Wall Street came to
minds of the few people left who
used to live in the burned-out
town.
John Matthews, professor of
history at Wapakoneta State
University (the present home of
college that once existed in
Bowling Green), explained the
causes and effects of the interesting event.
"Back in October of 1987, the
stock market took its deepest
plunge in its history," Matthews
started to explain then stopped
as if actually experiencing the
event.
"Of what I understand from
the records of the day several of
the university's students lost a

good deal of money in that
(stock market) crash."
The money, he hypothesized,
was actually tuition money for
the upcoming semester. The
economic students thought they
could put it to work for them in
what had been a raging bull
market on Wall Street.
"After the loss the students
often met so as to come up with
ways to earn back the money
they had lost, an investment that
would always make a good return, being that they were in a
college town they came up with
pizza."
The rest, it has been said, is
history.
The only problem the students
came across was that the town
was already a saturated market
for pizza. The students,
however, came up with a devious plan.
"One evening during a fire
alarm the students ransacked
the biological sciences laboratories, it has been said that they
were looking for some sort of solution to their problem. Fact
says that they found something,
myth says that they knew it was
it when they saw lab coats playing canasta," Matthews said.
Reports have it that students
Elanted the mysterious concocon mixed with explosives in all
the pizza places in Bowling
Green. It turned out that the explosives were atomic and that
the city became the new pothole
capital of the world I taking the

title away from Buffalo, N.Y.
and most of Michigan, according to Matthews).
Reports from the radiation
zone of the early post-nuclear
BG era says that whatever
wasn't destroyed by the explosives were destroyed by mutant
pizzas.
Although these reports were
made by very reliable reporters
of the era, most didn't make it
back to their papers.
After the radiation died down
in the area, another pizza place
emerged, that of the students,
Matthews said. Pappa Doc's
Pizza kept the students rather
busy and multiplied their investment by more than a 1,000
fold.
"The campus, their original
idea of a marketing target, was
gone, but they got plenty of
business as the city's new inhabitants happened to be cannibalistic, they craved double
cheese, mushroom, ground buffalo, and anchovy pizzas."
Present day culinary reports
say that due to necessity, Pappa
Doc's Pizza has become the best
pizza joint this side of the Rockies. Trained guides are available for ventures into the city,
now surrounded by a dome,
however it's noted that anyone
with a weak stomach shouldn't
attempt the trip.
Jerry Yarnetsky. sophomore
journalism major from Middletown, Ohio, is a pizza driver and
a writer (which explains the
nightmare).

Letters
Ceremonies not just
for faculty, parents
I'm writing in response to Ron
Recker's letter of March 8,1988.
Mr. Recker, never in my life
have I read such illogical ideas
about what graduation should
be.
Graduation ceremonies are
not just for the parents and not
just for the faculty. The ceremony is the final step in the

Andy Woodard
Asst Sports Editor
Deborah Gottschs*
Friday Editor
Asst Friday Editor
Kraig Py"

Let's start at the beginning.
First, it is incorrect to say simply that someone is "a diabetic," because there are actually
two distinct types of diabetes
mellitus.
The first, cleverly named
"Type I," appears most often in
young children, and accounts for
about one-tenth of all cases. The
pancreas decides to quit producing insulin, and yes, daily injections are required. This is the
kind of diabetes which Gullickson has.
The second, as you might imagine, is called Type n," or
"non-insulin dependent." This is
something of a misnomer, as
some members of this group
that composes 80 percent of all
diabetics do take insulin injections.
In Type II, the pancreas is
producing insulin; however, it's
either not enough or the body is
rejecting it. These cases can
often be treated with careful
diet, regular exercise, and if
necessary, oral medicine. This
is the kind of diabetes which
Woodward was diagnosed as
having just last month.
Some people, like myself, exhibit symptoms of both, yet can
be classified as neither; my
physician has unofficially, and
somewhat whimsically, labelled
me "Type I-and-a-half."
The rest of the world's diabetic population is actually temporary — you didn't know something like this could be temporary, now did you? — occuring in

Careful diet, regular exercise
— things I should be doing anyway. A couple of pills a day —
think of them as "vitamins."
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completion of the graduates' college careers and should be celebrated as they desire. I don't
think signs, decorations, and
champagne are acts of "children' as you so stated.
Recently I attended my brother's graduation at Cornell University. I was witness to helium
balloons, signs, banners, champagne, and lots of excitement
among the graduates. As a spectator, I in turn was excited for
them. They had worked long and
hard for their degrees, and they

THE BG NEWS
Editor
Melissa McGMvray
Managing Editor
Bam Thomas
Asst Managing Editor Caroline Unger
Ron Frit;
News Editor
Qrag Connel
City Editor
Judy Immal
Asst City Editor
Linda Hoy
Editorial Editor
Kim Gam
Wire Editor
JuH Walace
Asst Wire Editor
Tom
Skermvitz
Sports Editor

And once every couple of days, I
prick my finger and use a fancy
machine that tells me what my
blood sugar is. No big deal.
The other day, on the dinner
line at Prout, a dear friend
picked up a bowl of chocolate
mousse, then quickly put it
down, looking at me and saying,
"I'm sorry. I shouldn't do that
when you're around."
Why not? Diabetes isn't catching'. And believe me, it bothers
me much more to be fussed over
than to watch someone eat a
bowl of sugary brown gunk that
I know is bad for me anyway.
Seriously, though, diabetes is
a condition that must be, and
easily can be, effectively
treated. Ignoring it can lead to
blindness, kidney problems, serious heart problems, and circulatory difficulties that can result
in amputations. Not exactly a
joke—but so simple to treat.
As mentioned, this is American Diabetes Alert Day. So now,
for our obligatory public service
announcement:
Do you exhibit any of the following symptoms regularly? excessive thirst, frequent urination, extreme fatigue, unexplained weight loss, or occasional blurry vision? As Type II
is generally hereditary, do you
have a close relative with
diabetes?
If you answered "yes" to
some of these, consider calling
1-900-650-TEST; if most or all,
1-90CW50-RISK, for further information. The cost of the phone
call is but one dollar, a percentage of which will go to the American Diabetes Association's
research and education
projects.
Please call — it could save
your life.
Believe me, I know.
Doherty, a senior English
major from Bowling Green, is a
columnist for The News.

pregnant women (gestational
diabetes), or in people taking
medicine or other external factors (secondary diabetes) which
cause a significant increase in
blood sugar levels.
And in its simplest terms,
that's just what diabetes is —
chronically high blood sugar
demanding careful attention
and treatment.
Okay — end of medical lesson
about diabetes. Now a quick lesson about diabetics.
Other than the fact that we
can't eat some of the same foods
as other people — and to be honest, that s forced me to lead a
healthier life than I ever have
anyway — when the disease is
under control, it has virtually no
effect on any other part of our
life.
So don't apologize when you
hear that someone has diabetes
— it honestly is no big deal.
Do you think that when a batter strikes out against Woodward this summer, he'll stomp
back to the Fenway dugout
thinking "Damn, I can t even hit
a diabetic"? Hardly, probably
something more like, "Damn,
that was a wicked slider."
Is Andy Gribble the CCHA's
best diabetic hockey player?
No. He is a diabetic, yes; he is
also clearly one of the conference's classiest players. But the
two are utterly unrelated aspects of his life, and one should
not be used to modify the other
— even in the grammatical
sense.
In fact, I'm pretty sure that
most of the people I know on this
campus are unaware, or were
until now, that I am diabetic.
That's because I deal with it
without making a big deal out of

Until a year ago, when I was diagnosed, neither did I.
"Oh, sure, that's when you
can't have sugar, right?"
Well, yes, in part...
"And you have to give yourself a shot every day?"
Some people, yes, but that's
not always true, no.
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were celebrating their accomplishments.
Also mentioned in your letter
was that gratitude should be
shown toward the university for
"putting up with them for four
years." Mr. Recker don't you
think the University should also
show the same gratitude
towards the graduates? After all
they did choose this university to
receive their degree from.
As for the strict adult behavior
you suggested, I think the graduates realize they'll be doing
enough of that after graduation;
but right now it's their time!
DenlseDavila
415 Harmon Hall

Bowing Green, onto 43403-0278
Summer Hours 7 30 a m to 5 p m Monday through Thursday
7:30 am to 11 30 am Fndav
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Senate's 25 years remembered
by Linda Hoy
editorial editor

The University is a "far, far
better place" with a Faculty
Senate than without one, Ralph
Wolfe, Senate chair, has said.
Ana 25 years ago, the University was without a Faculty
Senate, at least as it exists now.
Faculty Senate is celebrating
its 25th Anniversary today in the
Gish Theater with a reception
following in the McFall Center
Assembly Room. Governor Richard Celeste will speak at the
celebration.
University Historian Stuart
Givens agreed that the Faculty
Senate is a voice which needs to
be heard at the University.
Givens said the Senate's impact on University policy has increased since the days of the
weaker Senate of the 1950s because the faculty now has a "unified voice."
In 1951, the prior pattern of a
University Senate with an advisory committee was changed.
Three councils were added —
Administrative, Academic and
Student Affairs Councils.
The University president
chaired the administrative
council on which sat mostly faculty and a few administrators,
Givens said.
The Administrative Council —
which was nothing like the present one composed of only administrators — was most like
the current Faculty Senate in
the organizational sense, he
said.
A Faculty Senate also existed
at this time, but met rarely and
only when the University president convened it, he said.
Givens said there was no need
for the Senate to meet regularly
because faculty could contribute
to policy decisions by voicing

Given*
McDonald
opinions on each of the three
councils.
This type of arrangement was
commonplace at universities in
the 1950s, and Miami (Ohio)
University still uses the system
of a university president chairing a body of faculty members,
he said.
The old Faculty Senate consisted of all full and associate
professors which was also "not
an untypical pattern among universities at that time," Givens
said.
The pattern of an inactive
Facultv Senate continued until
student unrest during the presidency of Ralph McDonald
prompted members of the faculty to take action, said Virginia
Platt, University trustee.
Platt, widow of Grover C.
Platt who was instrumental in
getting a new Facultv Senate
formed, said McDonald began to
"identity himself as being the
University."
McDonald forced students to
leave school if they printed stories he did not like in The BG
News, and he told students they
needed psychiatric help if they
did not agree with his opinions,
Platt saioT
Eventually, the president's
actions caused students to riot.
A riot occurred in 1961, just before spring break, and students
also staged a sit-in at the Union
Oval.
During the sit-in protest,
McDonald came out and "read

the riot act" to the students — an
actual state law which demanded the students disperse on
penalty of being arrested, Platt
said.
Once the students were putting themselves on the line, faculty members thought it was
time to take action, she said.
Another incident also caused
faculty to take notice. McDonald
refused to grant tenure to a faculty member who had earned
the necessary credit at another
university, she said.
According to an April 21, 1961
edition of The News, McDonald
reactivated the Senate because
of a petition circulating among
the faculty which requested
reactivation. On April 11, apEroximately 11 faculty memsrs, including Grover Platt,
went to McDonald with the petition and asked him to reactivate
the Senate with its own executive committee to serve as a free
deliberative body with the right
to determine its own agenda.
The Board of Trustees created
two committees to study the implementation of a Faculty Senate of this type. Grover Platt
was on the Faculty Affairs
Committee.
Virginia Platt said she remembers Grover sitting up late
at night researching governance
documents from other universities. She said the research
took a great amount of time, and
when it was finally submitted to
the Board of Trustees in 1963,
the Board acted promptly.
A Faculty Charter was written
creating the current Senate with
approximately 60 elected members representing various departments.
Givens said although the Senate reconvened in 1963, it did not
begin functioning as an active
body until early 1964.

Faculty Senate's founder
honored on anniversary
byAmyBurkttt
ilaff reporter
In recognition of its 25th anniversary, Faculty Senate will
the late Grover Platt, the first
chairman of Senate, in the
McFall Center Assembly
Room.
Platt wrote
the academic charter of Faculty Senate
and was instrumental
in the formation of the
organization.
He was dedicated to the advancement of
higher education, said Virginia
Platt wife of the former
chairman.
He passed away in 1982 at
the age of 68.
Grover Platt was a history
professor at the University
from 1948-1975. He received his
master's degree from Fletcher's School of Law and Diplomacy at Tufts University
and his bachelor's and doctoral degrees from the University of Iowa.
His special interest during

"It's a strong Senate, and it has made
every effort to follow national and his
original guidelines. I think he would be
very happy with the way things are run
now."
-Mrs. Virginia Platt
his undergraduate years was
German history. His doctorate
was in 19th century German
social culture.
"He was fortunate to have
had first class academic
teachers who influenced him
tremendously. An asset to him
was having personal contact
with these qualified professors," Mrs. Platt said.
Platt was very involved in
academic organizations.
He was a member of the
American Historical Association, the American Association
of University Professors and
Phi Beta Kappa. He was also
president of the Ohio Academy
of History in 1996-67.
Grover Platt brought people
together with the same convictions to work toward a change,

AMERICAN :

Mrs. Platt said.
When he was putting
together the first Senate charter, he researched other similar documents, she said.
"He wrote to other universities, of comparable size
and facilities, for their governance documents in order to
find out what sort of structure
they had developed," she said,
"By making comparisons and
taking the strengths of,
different universities, our ■
system was developed."
She expressed approval of'
today's Faculty Senate.
"It's a strong Senate, and it
has made every effort to follow
national and his original guide-1
lines. I mink he would be very
happy with the way things are
run now."
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INFORMATIONAL MEETING

CHEERLEADING TRY-OUTS!

WED., MAR. 16
303 EPPLER N.
6:00 P.M.

THU., MAR. 17
303 EPPLER N.
6:00 P.M.

This Spring Break, catch a
Greyhound to the Beach, the
mountains or your hometown.
For $99.00 round-trip, you and
your friends will have a great
time when you go Greyhound.
GO GREYHOUND
And leave the driving to us.

For Further Information Call

353-5982

UPDATE:
The Ridgeline (formerly the UAO
Outing Center) is now open for
business. Its new hours are:
11:30-1:30 Monday
11:30-3:00 Friday
Equipment is now available for
Spring Break. Call 372-2343 or
Outing Center.

Eastergrams
Send your special
somebunny an

ss

Eastergram.

On Sale:
Wed. March 16MSC Lobby
Thurs. /* Fri.
March 17 & 18Union Foyer
Mon. & rues.
March 28 & 29MSC Lobby

Only 50*

Rock Stor €uropeon Tour Posters ond Post Cords
choose from 60-100 different titles
• On sale Mon-Wed. March 14-16 •
10-5 in Student Services Forum
Escorts going to Daytona and South Padre remember your meeting
tonight at 9 pm in 200 Moseley.

Have a great Spring Break from everyone at UAO!
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Women still struggle
with minority status
by Jackie Jackson
copy editor
Although women make up
over hall the nation's population, they are still treated unfairly in the job market and in
other areas, said Margaret
Weinberger, director of the University's Women's Studies program.
According to the 1987 edition
of the Statistical Abstract of the
United States, 53 percent of the
population in the U.S. is women.
Despite this fact, women are
still considered minorities. They
face discrimination because of
their sex, and are paid two-thirds less for their labor than men
are," Weinberger said.
She also said the number of
women living below the poverty
level is on the rise.
To honor women, March has
been set aside as Women's History Month in the U.S.
More women are heads of
single-family households, Weinberger said, and the wages they
are making are not enough to
keep them above poverty level.
Women are living longer than
men, but because they are not
paid as much as men, their
social security benefits are
smaller, she said.
At the University, women

"(Women) face discrimination
because of their sex, and are
paid two-thirds less for their
labor than men are."
-Margaret Weinberger, director
of Women's Studies
make up about 59 percent of the
student body; there are 7,865
men and 11,370 women.
However, they are unequally
represented in faculty positions,
Weinberger said, especially
minority faculty women.
Women are also treated as
second-class citizens in deciding
what they can do with their bodies, she said.

She said in some cases men
should be involved in deciding
whether a woman should have
an abortion or not, but the final
decision lies with the woman.
Over the last 10 years the
women's rights movement has
broadened its scope to include
issues of class, race, and lesbian
and gay rights, Weinberger
said.
They have always been a part
of the peace movement and as
these connections are made
clearer and coalitions are built,
the women's rights movement
will become stronger, she said.

In the Supreme Court case
Roe vs. Wade in 1972 women
were given the right to have
abortions.
Weinberger said she is not
Ero-abortionist, but said she beeves women should have a
choice whether to have an abortion or not.

Weinberger said she thinks
equal rights for women in the
job market are possible with
systematic changes in society.

"It's never OK to make abortion illegal. Each individual has
different circumstances for
having abortions and it is a
women's right to choose,"she
said.

"We need child care and better social support services to
broaden women's participation
in the job market," she said.
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GSS pockets fewer funds
Loss means cutbacks in graduate research awards
by Laura Hardy
staff reporter
The Graduate Student Senate will receive
only $100 of its originally-requested $1,500 increase for its 1988-89 budget from the Advisory
Committee on General Fee Allocations, according to the GSS treasurer.
Ann Reeve said ACGFA, which is responsible
for appropriating funds for University organizations, "only saw fit to allow us $100, instead of
the $1,500 we asked for."
GSS requested a $1,500 increase from the
committee to be used for the annual Charles E.
Shanklin Awards to either add a third-place
category or to provide additional prize money
for the first and second-place recipients, Reeve
said.
The Shanklin awards are established and
sponsored by GSS as. a means of encouraging
and rewarding research excellence among
graduate students.
Lack of adequate graduate student representation to ACGFA was the main reason
Reeve cited as to why GSS did not receive the
entire $1,500 increase it requested. The commit-

Minorities
G Continued from page 1.
"It is not so much with words,
but with actions," he said. "It is
letting minorities know that the
university is committed to them.
"But it (hiring more minorities) is not only here at the University of Toledo. I think every

e*.
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Reeve also said ACGFA might have assumed
the additional money would go to funding such
social events sponsored by GSS as monthly pizza parties ana iazz cafes rather than for the
Shanklin awards. Reeve said when she and
Teresa Tancre, GSS secretary, proposed the increase during the annual budget hearings held
several weeks ago, ACGFA members asked
numerous questions about how GSS spent its
money and why emphasis was placed on graduate student social events.
"Graduate students do not have the same
social opportunities available to them at the
University as undergraduate students do,"
Reeve said. "These activities are necessary for
graduate students because no other service on
campus provides them with these."
The reduced amount will have no effect on
GSS's 1988-89 budget, Reeve said.
"It just means we are not going to have
money for the Shanklins," she added.

university is concerned about
recruiting minority students and
encouraging them to get a
Ph.D."
If more minority students obtain Ph.D.s, McComas said
some may want to be teachers
and administrators.
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tee is currently comprised of 17 members of
which the majority are undergraduate students
and two are graduate students.
"I don't think the committee understood the
importance of graduate research or of the
Shanklin Awards," Reeve said.
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Apartheid
D Continued from page 1.
Mandela is the the imprisoned
leader of the ANC and the antiapartheid movement in South
Africa. Government officials
are reluctant to release Mandela, who has been jailed for 25
years, in fear of an uncontrollable response by black South
Africans.
According to Hutton, the PSO
is also planning demonstrations
on campus since conditions in
South Africa are getting worse.
"We would like to make specfic demands so that there will be
a more aggressive move toward
divestment," Hutton said. "We
want to take whatever steps are
possible to eliminate apartheid
and to continue to educate students about what is going on in
South Africa."

cftyggn?
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Tuesday is Ladies Night!
this week featuring - Wesley & Co.
DOORS OPEN
7:30

SHOWTIME
8:00

ADMISSION
$2.00

MEN IN AT 9:30 - LADIES FREE!

Thursday - College I.D. Night.
(reduced admission with valid I.D.)
* Celebrate St. Patrick's Day at Buttons!

THE FUN PLACE TO BE!
For Beauty at the Beach
Discover summer smart ways to
care for your hair. Our stylists will
give you carefree cuts to keep you
looking great at the beach & we'll
recommend products to keep your
hair looking great!
Students receive 25% off before 4 p.m.

system severv
Kairstylirvg

1072 N. Main
352-6516
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Hayes Hall lab to open
Computers should handle end-of-the-semester overflow
"We do this every semester," she said.
"But student usage is not that high at the beSinning of the semester, so we do not have
te overflow."
The lab will be open during evening hours
for student usage, out will continue to be an
instructional lab for classes during the day.
Forty IBM PCs are housed in the facility
and there are 40 copies of IBM disk operating system, 40 copies of Lotus 1-2-3 Instructional version, and 10 copies of Personal Editor software.
"As far as serving everyone's needs, that
is not the case," Tussing said.
Other software will not be available in the

by Barb Weadock
staff reporter

University Computer Services will re-open
the Hayes Instructional PC Lab for student
use on March 28.
The facility will serve as an overflow lab
to handle the increase in computer usage,
said Patty Tussing, computer operations supervisor.
It is normally just used as an instructional
lab, but when usage is highest toward the
end of a semester, it is opened for student
use, Tussing said.

Theta Fest

BG News/Paul Vernon

Fraternal Philanthropy
The annual Bed Race, which is sponsored by the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity, is held to raise money for charity. This year the
proceeds went to St. Paul's Community Center, in Toledo, which
provides food and shelter to the less fortunate.
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□ Continued from page 1.
with city councilman Don Pond,
as well other city officials, to
Eresent a detailed plan at a pubc hearing held Feb. 29.
Council unanimously turned
down the F-permit, which would
have allowed the fraternity to
sell beer, at its regular March 7
council meeting.
"We knew there were a few
problems with the proposal, but
that's why we asked for an early
hearing, so we'd have two
months to work them out,"
Bechler said.
"We really don't want to hold
a party someplace else because
of the concern with drinking and
driving," he said.
Becruer said the fraternity

Large 1-Item

Pizza

u.oo

In House Only

will try to get approval for an
F-permit next year in a different
way, perhaps by putting the issue on the ballot.

300 estimated.
"The large crowds coming in
and out during the day would be
a problem," he said.

"Obviously, we're not getting
any cooperation from council,
he said.
Mayor Edwin Miller said the
city must be concerned with the
feeling of the fraternity's neighbors, as well as liability issues.
"We in the city are not trying
to stifle parties — they're a natural event in a college town —
but we have to take precautions
to protect the citizens and be
good managers," he said.
Miller said the fraternity's
proposal to sell 10 12-ounce
drinks for $4 would probably attract many more people than the

Miller said the city recently
settled a $50 million suit by the
mother of a man who jumped
out in front of a car on Thurstin
Avenue while he was intoxicated
a few years ago, leaving him
permanently brain damaged.
"The city was named in the
suit because of inadequate lighting and sidewalks," Miller said.
"And we settled out of court,
even though we had a strong
case.

Large 2-ltem

Pizza
j
$
5.95

Free Delivery

4-9

MARKS
352-3551

Hayes Lab.
Evening and Sunday hours are the busiest
times for the computer labs, and the hours
for the lab were selected to accommodate
those periods. Tussing said.
"Hayes will probably take the overflow
from the Jerome Library and Technology
Building labs," Tussing said.
She said there will be a difference in the
IBM usage at these labs, but Macintosh
usage will remain the same. No Macintosh
computers are housed in the Hayes facility.
Students must bring a valid student identification card to use the Hayes and all other
University computer labs, Tussing said.

PiZZa Pljb

J

"We're not anti-fraternity, but
we're trying to be cautious," he
said.

Accident.
□ Continued from page 1.
A spokesman at Wood County
Hospital said 10 children were
treated and released and one
was held for overnight observation.
The spokesman could not
comment on the condition of the
12th victim.
The cause of the accident is
still being investigated. The
pavement was clear and dry at
the time of the accident, according to the patrol.

Support the
Ml 8.a.a.a_8.B.8.».«.ajuLM.i.t.i.Q.».t.

March
of Dimes
BIRTH D6FECTS FOUNDATION

HAIR REPAIR
HAIRCUT
SPECIAL

Special
Perm on
short hair
only

$6

no
shampoo
(regular $10)

$20

Coupon must be presented / Expires \
Open 4:00

352-2566

^3/29/88 '

Yellow House behind Taco Bell

UAO & GSS PRESENT:

WYNTON
MARSALIS
in

CONCERT
APRIL 16th, 1988
Kobacker Hall
Two shows 7:00 & 9:30 p.m.

Tickets on sale:

TICKET OUTLETS:
• Kobacker TICKET office
• Toledo's Boogie Records
• Finder's Records in B.G. and Findlay

• Monday, March 28 for BGSU
Students ($3 discount with BGSU ID)
• Wednesday, March 30 for General Public

TICKETS: $16, $13, and $10
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Blotter
City
An employee at Howard's
Club H bar, 210 N. Main St.,
confiscated an altered driver's
license belonging to James G.
Baltzwell, Perrysburg, Saturday night.
Police cited Jon M. Ickes,
242 Manville Ave., for disorderly conduct Sunday morning
after they saw him urinate in a
parking lot next to Howard's
ClubH.
DA checkbook belonging to a
University student was taken
from an unlocked car parked
at 316 E. Merry Ave. Sunday
night, police said.
Along with the theft, unknown persons put garbage on
top of the car, according to
police.
DA female in a white mini-skirt with no shoes was seen
staggering along a sidewalk
near the intersection of Clough
and Baldwin Streets Friday
night, police said.
An officer saw the female enter a residence on Clough
Street. Later, someone reported seeing the female near the
Clough Street address, police
said.
The female wound up at

Frisch's on East Wooster
Street and the manager told
police two female employees
would take the subject home.
D Police arrested two University students for disorderly
conduct Saturday morning
after officers saw them walking on fire escapes and the roof
of Sears Catalog Store, 149 N.
Main St.
Christopher Roman, 337
Bromfield, and Joseph S. Kendra. 346 Bromfield, were seen
walking on the fire escape behind Rayle 4 Roebke law offices. They were then seen
walking on the roof of Sears,
police said.
DRichard B. Frank, 18232
Brim Road, was cited for DUI,
police said.
Police saw Frank drive 25
miles per hour in a 35 mph zone
and, a few minutes later,
stopped on North College Drive
witn two passengers urinating
outside the car.
When police asked Frank to
step out of the car, they saw he
had a half-empty bottle of
Budweiser beer in his jacket.
Police said Frank did poorly" on a coordination test to determine drunkenness. They
later found Frank had a .217
blood-alcohol content. The
legal limit is .1BAC.
G Thieves took two pizzas
worth $7.50 from a car driven
by a Marco's Pizza delivery
man Saturday morning, police
said.
The employee was delivering

a pizza at 805 Fifth St., and
when he returned, the pizzas
were gone, police said.
DA University student was
almost run over by a car early
Friday morning outside Uptown bar, police said.
When the female and her
friend called police from Uptown, the subjects were gone.
As the women walked back
to their residence hall along
East Wooster Street, the subjects returned in the car and
threw beer bottles at them,
police said.
The women said they did not
know any of the subjects. The
license number on the vehicle
was registered to a Lima man,
police said.
DA Bowling Green woman
told police she was walking her
baby Friday afternoon when
two males drove up alongside
and harassed her and
threatened to run over the
baby, police said.
Police told the woman to contact the prosecutor's office.
a Police arrested Michael
Stemple, 905 North Prospect
St., and Kurt A. Carrick, of
Napoleon, for possession of
marijuana Friday night.
Police discovered Carrick
was the owner of a vehicle with
marijuana in it. Police found a
small pipe used for smoking
the drug and asked Carrick if
there was any more.
Carrick pulled out a small
bag of marijuana. Police found
Stemple, a passenger in the

vehicle, with a small pipe, two
bags and a film canister containing the drug.

Campus
DA window at the Kappa
Kappa Gamma house was
broken Friday at 12:41 a.m. by
an unknown person. The suspect threw an object at the
window. The hall director informed maintenance and the
window was temporarily repaired. Value of the window is
$100.
DCampus police received a
complaint of juveniles fighting
behind the University Union
Friday at 10:04 p.m. When
police arrived, they encountered a group of loud and disorderly juveniles. However,
they were not fighting. They
were advised it was too late for
them to be on campus and they
should go home.
DAn unknown person attempted to enter the Alpha Xi
Delta house Saturday at 3:55
ajn. The suspect removed a
screen and tore it up. but entry
was not gained. Value of the
screen is $50.
DA vehicle fire was extinguished by the Bowling Green
City Fire Department Saturday at 2:12 p.m. The interior of
the car was ignited by the vehicle's catalytic converter. The
police were not able to give a
dollar amount for the damage.

BEACH BOUND!
NURSING
GRADS

Cacti, scale set
stolen by thief
Campus police are Investigating a robbery which occurred at
the University Greenhouse this
weekend, said Lt. David Weekley, campus police patrol supervisor.

0-216-368-7456
Collect

The suspect, Baker said, may
not have been in search of the
items that were actually stolen.
"The scales measure in terms
of grams and half-grams and
can be used to measure any
number of objects," Baker said.
"I really don't know how they
(the suspects) could use the
microscopes."
Baker is in the greenhouse
each morning watering the
plants, and there is always
someone in the greenhouse during the day. At night, the greenhouse is unattended but is on the
regular campus police patrol
route, Weekley saia.

Two microscopes, a set of
scales and four cacti were stolen
from the greenhouse Friday
night, according to Joe Baker,
horticulturist.
Sometime between 11 p.m.
Friday and 11 a.m. Saturday, a
window was broken from a
greenhouse door and an unknown person gained entrance.
Baker said.
The items stolen include a dissecting scope and a triple balance beam, which Is a kind of
scale that can measure anything, Baker said. The value of
the stolen items and damages
from the broken window amount
to $1,520.

"The officers go out there (to
the greenhouse) often, since it's
near where they get gas. It is a
well-patrolled area, and the officers go by there several times a
night," Weekley said.
The last time the greenhouse
experienced a robbery of this
nature was 10 years ago, Baker
said.

A similar incident occurred
Thursday evening when a
greenhouse window was broken
and a cactus plant was stolen,
according to a police report.

TOBE COBURN SCHOOL
FOR FASHION CAREERS
NEW YORK CITY
Take a giant step toward a career «n ine
fashion industry' Study m the naton s
lashon center New York City* For 50
years graduates or Tobe-Cooum School
have been industry leaders as buyers
stylists managers editors Jom our
corps ol dtstngmshed a*umm College
graduates and transfer students may
qualify tor the Associate Degree >n |ust
one year Financial aid available Classes
stan <o July September and January

Make the call
to your future.

Baker said on Thursday, the
suspect broke the window and
reached in to take the cactus.
The Friday night break-in,
however, involved someone actually entering the greenhouse,
he said.

by Rebecca Thomas
staff reporter

ToOe-Coburn School Box
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686 Broadway New York NY 10012 (212) 460-9600

If you're a graduating nurse, a
brief phone call can connect you with
some of the best nursing opportunities
being offered to upcoming nursing grads.
Saint Luke's Hospital, a 474-bed teaching
and research hospital affiliated with Case
Western Reserve University School of Medicine, is an outstanding environment for beginning your nursing career Learn about our many
advantages, including our programs for continuing
education, our orientations, our excellent patient-to-nurse
ratio, and our attractive salary/benefits package.
Call us any weekday from 9 a.m.
from you.

Style is Always
in Season.

4 p.m. We're eager to hear

All these lotions and sunblocks are available at:
Saint Luke's Hospital

Pills N Packages Pharmacy

11311 Shaker Blvd. • Cleveland, OH 44104

"The Pharmacy that goes beyond your health needs"

Samt Luke » HoeprtaJ is an rquaJ opportunity employer mi'h

By the Tracks

It's classic. It's canvas. It's Tretorn. And it's here to stay.
Available in classic colors, plaids, and leather, too.

$32.95

352-1693

ItTockAGreatOffer
From FifthThirdTb Get
MeTbPky^aiii
Announcing the Fifth Third challenge. Here's
the deal:
Six Mbnths-NfoMcnthly Service Charge
Open a new One Account* and you'll enjoy the
benefits of the area's best checking plans — free personalized checks, loan discounts, free traveler's checks,
a Jeanie® card and much more. And, when you open
any checking account between now and May 31,1988,
you'll enjoy the first six months without the regular
monthly service charge.
ACredit Cud With No Annual Fee
When you open your new Fifth Third checking
account, you can get a VISA* or MasterCard®, upon
qualification, with no annual fee in 1988.
Stop by any Fifth Third Banking Center or call
for more information.
Take the challenge and switch today!

FALCON HOUSE
SPORTING GOODS
'Your Athletic Shoe and Sports Headquarters in B G '
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Jain the party!
Start celebrating St. Patrick's Day this Sunday at

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
©
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with Amateur Night ond Irish beer specials Open mic'ophone all we*l<
long with the best octs receiving a special prize. Insh music every night
ond the Sex Beatles on Thursday Moke St. Patrick's Day onother excuse
to party of Peltymym with green beet specials, pints of Guinness, the
Friendship Gome, and ?-4 drawings each night with the winner
receiving a Spring Break t-shrn) or beach towel from A ■
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FIFTH THIRD BANK
OF NORTHWESTERN OHIO
•nATIONAt ASSOCIATION

1032 North Main St. • Bowling Green, Ohio
354-1592

Putting People First.
The Tradition Continues...
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Luge Pan Pizza with any 2 J Reg. 10" Pan Pzza
items plus one qt. of Coke j with any one item

$7.00
Extra Itenu 1.20 aa.

$3.50

Free Delivery j Extra iterru .70 eo.

Free Delivery
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Elsewhere
News Briefs
Japan opens giant tunnel
the country's northernmost
TOKYO (AP) — Passenmain island.
gers packed into trains and
r under ground and sea to The cost of the Seikan Tunnel, which took 24 years to
island of Hokkaido on
Sunday as the the world's build, has fueled debate in
Japan in an era of declining
longest undersea tunnel
rail service.
opened to rail service.
Overall construction and
Some riders had waited in
personnel outlays cost taxline more than a week to enpayers about $8.5 billion. The
sure a seat on the first train
project also claimed the lives
which carried them 33.4 miles
of 34 workers and ran 10 years
from Aomori at the tip of
behind schedule due to techJapan's largest island, Honnical delays and four major
shu, to Hakodate in Hokkaido,
floods.

'Yuppie disease' diagnosed
BOSTON (AP) - Experts
have agreed on a name and
definition for a lingering attack of exhaustion sometimes
called the "yuppie disease,"
but they still do not know its
cause or cure.
In a new report, 16 doctors
who study the illness agreed
to call it chronic fatigue syndrome, and they settled on a
detailed definition. The purpose is to help researchers
and physicians rule out dozens of other diseases that
can produce the same symp-

toms.
"It's a diagnosis of exclusion, and it has to be considered as such even after
you've ruled everything else
out," said Dr. Gary Holmes,
who studies the syndrome at
the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control.
The illness has been dubbed
the yuppie disease because
some of its victims are young
erofessionals. Some doctors
ave called it chronic Epstein-Barr virus syndrome or
chronic mononucleosis.

Etch A Sketch murals shown
MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif.
(AP) — If working with the
children's toy Etch A Sketch
is a spiritual experience, as
artist Jeff Gosline says it can
be, his murals using up to 278
of the drawing devices must
leave him on a cloud.
"Everyone who sees these
murals smiles," said the San
Diego artist who opened a
one-man show at The Peace

Gallery and Cafe on Saturday.
"It's a fun thing. It stretches the limitations of a
child's art toy by putting it in
another context, putting it in
a gallery."
The plastic Etch a Sketch
traces mack lines on a gray
background with turns of the
knobs on the front, and the
drawing is obliterated when
the device is shaken.
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Leader visits Yugoslavia
Gorbachev eyes economic reforms, talks to citizens
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia
(AP) — Mikhail Gorbachev was
informal and good-natured
Monday on the first day of his
visit to a communist country
that has tried, with mixed results, some of the economic reforms he supports.
The Soviet leader made an

unscheduled stop in a busy
downtown square and left his
armored limousine to shake
hands and chat briefly with
pedestrians. A witness said he
picked up and kissed a child.

Monday, however, few reporters
or photographers were with
Gorbachev and even those traveling with the official party had
been taken on to the next scheduled stop.

A similar stop on a Washington street in December, with
Vice President George Bush,
created a mild sensation. On

Late in the day, after visiting
memorials and monuments, the
chief of the Soviet Communist
Party began talks with Presi-

WASHINGTON (AP) — Selection of a hearing-impaired
[iresident at Gallaudet Universiy for the deaf marks the end of
a tumultuous week of protests
that students and faculty say
"changed the world."
"It's the first time we've ever
shown the world what we want,
and that we can get it," said student protest leader Jerry Covell.
I. King Jordan, dean of the
school's college of arts and sciences, was selected by Gallaudet trustees on Sunday after
what began as an isolated cam-

pus protest grew into an international forum on deaf rights.
Jordan, 44, was chosen to reElace Elisabeth Ann Zinser, a
earing woman who resigned
early Friday after the protests
by students seeking a deaf
leader had paralyzed Gallaudet's campus. Zinser, a
North Carolina college administrator, did not know sign language.
"We will no longer accept limits on what we can achieve,"
Jordan told a cheering crowd of

STUDENT TRAINING WRITE OR CALL COLLECT FOR FREE BROCHURE
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE

SKYDIVING

Clavdand Sport
Parachuting School

15199 Qrova Rd.
Garrattsvilla, Ohio 44231

216-548-4511

EXTRA THICK CRUST
EXTRA PIZZA SAUCE
JUST ASK WHEN ORDERING

FAST FREE DELIVERY 353-0044

irs,
One Price!
Buy a pair of regular prescription eyeglasses and a pair of
prescription sunglasses all at one low price! Choose from our
wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass or scratch coated
plastic lenses, round or flat top 25mm bifocals or tinted lenses.
Oversize, high power, photochromatic and specialty bifocals
and trifocals are priced slightly higher. Please note that eye
examinations are priced separately and insurance programs cover
only one pair of glasses.
Single Vision

Bifocals

For Both Pairs

For Both Pairs

$7988 $||988
One day service for most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service.
You must be completey satisfied or we will return your money.

Burlington Optical
1955 S. Reynolds

3153 W. Sylvania

stSffiZmnSa

382-2020

472-1113

352-2533

one of four deaf members on the
board.

about 250 students Sunday night.
School officials also announced that board of trustees
chairwoman Jane Bassett Spilman, who came under fire from
protesters for her handling of
the crisis, has resigned. She will
be replaced by Philip W. Bravin,

A House Education and Labor
subcommittee plans to conduct
hearings Tuesday into the
school s bylaws governing
presidential selection and composition of the board.

r CASH PAID FORn
TVs, Electric Typewriters, Jewelry,
Stereo Equipment, Cameras, Musical
Instruments, Etc.
STAR PAWN SHOP
211 N. Main St.
—— Flndlay, Ohio 45840
422-4060

Sum mer/Fall
Apartments/Houses
Available
715 Second St.

• House • Summer

236 Troupe
706 Second St.

• House - Fall
• Efficiency turn
Summer - Fall

211 S. College

• Unit A - Fall
• Unit B - Summer
and Fall

517 E. Reed

•2 BR furnished summer only
• 2 BR furnished summer only

521 E. Merry

_________
L W In |H T

Speaking with reporters before beginning the meeting with
Yugoslav leaders. Gorbachev
said he came to Belgrade to give
"new impulses" to the long and
friendly relationship between
the countries.

Hearing-impaired president named

NOW OPEN
The Inexpensive Quality
Taste and Compare

dent Lazar Mojsov and Bosko
Krunic, head of the Yugoslav
party.

720 Second

• 1 BR furnished summer only

707-711 Third
715-719 Third
723-727 Third

• summer 8 fall • 1 BR furnished or unfurnished

402 High St.

• 2 BR unfurnished summer only
• 1 BR unfurnished - 1 yr. lease
May to May
• 1 BR furn./unfum. summer & fall

120 State St.
449-455 S. Enterprise
649
831
839
854

Sixth
Seventh
Seventh
Eighth

•
•
•
•

Forest Apartments
- 853 Napoleon
- 751 High
- 849 Napoleon
- 851 Napoleon

2
2
1
1

BR
BR
BR
BR

furnished - summer/fall
furnished - summer/fall
unfurnished • summer/fall
unfurnished - summer/fall

• 2BR
furnished/unfurnished
grad student housing
summer & fall

John Newlove Real Estate
319 E. Wooster
354-2260
or
352-6553

z

CHARLESTOWN=
APARTMENTS

MID AM MANOR
Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer
1988 and 1988-1989 school year.
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning
Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.

352-4380

COME
BACK
OX
TUESDAY!
Double The Value! Buy your favorite footlong
sub or regular salad on TUESDAY and get one

ol equal or lesser price FREE!'
(with purchase of 22-oz. soft drink).
Not valid with any other coupons or oilers.

BUY ONE
AND GET
ONE
FREE'

.suBmyiirW?1

WOODLAND MALL

&3Ms4ftma&*

353-0204

. Sandwiches & Salads
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Church continues protest Crime levels
S. African leaders vow to press for opposition rights
CAPE TOWN, South Africa (AP) — Religious leaders who were barred from holding
an anti-apartheid rally led more than 2,000
people in a defiant church service at a cathedral that was surrounded by police vehicles.
"The government of South Africa has
signed its own death warrant," said the Rev.
Allan Boesak, president of the World Alliance of Reformed Churches. "No government can challenge the living God and survive."
Boesak's speech electrified a multiracial
crowd at the Sunday service and was punc-

tuated by shouts of "Amandla!" the Zulu
word for "power."
Anglican Archbishop Desmond Tutu, winner of the Nobel Peace Prize in 1984 for his
fight against South Africa's system of racial
separation, also spoke to the worshipers who
packed the aisles of St. George's Anglican
Cathedral.
Organizers said many people trying to go
to the service were turned back at police
roadblocks on highways leading to central
Capetown.
The church service was arranged after
police prohibited a rally that had been

remain stable

6 tanned at the nearby University of the
Western Cape.
Police also banned the 5-day-old committee, whose members included Tutu and Boesak, that was sponsoring the rally.
The Cape Town service and others in
major cities were called to protest government restrictions on opposition groups and
the detention of thousands of people without
charge during a 21-month national state of
emergency.
"Bleaching the gospel of Jesus Christ is
going to lead me into trouble, tough luck,"
Tutu said.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Crime levels in 1987 remained stable
for the third straight year, according to preliminary government figures issued Sunday, a possible indication that declines
in crime earlier in the decade are about to be reversed.
Some 34.4 million crimes were committed in the United
States last year, an increase of 0.9 percent from 34.1 million in
1986 concludes the Justice Department's national crime survey based on household interviews.
"Total crime has remained stable during the last three
years" and remains at a 14-year low, according to Stephen
Schlesinger, director of the Bureau of Justice Statistics, who
said that the 0.9 percent rise was not statistically significant.
There were 5.5 million violent crimes in 1987, up 0.4 percent
from the previous year. Thefts totaled 13.45 million last year,
up 1.7 percent from 1986. Household crimes of burglary, larceny and auto theft totaled 15.4 million, up 0.4 percent from the
previous year. Only motor thefts grew significantly, by 15 percent to an estimated 1.6 million.
Since 1980, violent crimes have fallen from 33 per 1,000 U.S.
residents to 28; thefts from 83 to 68 per 1,000; and household
crimes from 227 to 168.
The stability of the past three years is a surprise to some
criminologists, who had been predicting continued declines for
a few more years, based on the fact that the most crime-prone
age group continues to shrink in size. Those researchers predict an increase in crime in the early 1990s as the children of
parents born during the post-World War U baby boom move
into the 14 to 24-year-old age bracket in significant numbers.
This crime-prone age group totaled 42.5 million in 1986, down
nearly 4 million from the 1979 peak.

Metzenbaum seeks aspirin warning
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
head of the Food and Drug Administration was urged Monday
to strengthen label language
that warns of possible links between aspirin and the sometimes-fatal childhood illness
called Reye's syndrome.
Sen. Howard Metzenbaum,
D-Ohio, said he made the appeal
during a 45-minute, closed-door

meeting with FDA Commissioner Frank'
_j Young.
Metzenbaum said federal regulations requiring companies to
display the warnings on aspirin
containers are about to expire.
"They're now talking about
extending it, which they intend
to do," Metzenbaum said. "But
we don't believe that it's strong
enough. We believe it ought to be

more bold. And we think that it
ought to be more explicit."
Young was not available for
comment after the meeting, but
one person who attended the
meeting said the commissioner
was non-committal.
"I think he wants to go as far
as he can over the objections or
concerns of the aspirin industry

and the administration, which
has the general position of not
interfering with the freeenterprise system," Metzenbaum said.
Reye's syndrome is a rare but
serious illness that sometimes
develops in children and teenagers recovering from influenza
or chicken pox.

The plateau also puzzles other criminologists who regard
imprisonment as an important factor in pushing down crimelevels. The number of inmates in state and federal prisons and
local jails has soared to well over 750,000 people, with overcrowding a problem in corrections institutions across the country.

FREE**
GREEN INK *
In honor of St. Patrick's Day!

^

Clip out this ad and bring it in for FREE
standard green ink on any printing order,
now, until March 17th. A $25.00 value.

1/2 LB. NEW YORK STRIP STEAK
Includes: Baked Potato
Rolls & Butter

HIGH QUALITY PRINTING
AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

• • • ^ *•

TONIGHT!

111 S. Main
352-5762
quick print, inc.

FOOD OPERATIONS STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
Opportunities for Summer & Fall 1988
Applications for Summer & Fall are being distributed March 14-18 and March 28-April
1 at the following locations:
McDonald Dining Hall
2:00-4:00pm
Founders Dining Hall
4:00-6:00pm
Commons Dining hall
4:00-6:00pm
Harshman Dining Hall
2:00-6:00pm
Krelscher Dining hall
4:00-6:00pm
Student Employment, 460 Student Services Building, will be taking applications
March 10 through May 6, 1988, at the following times:

Monday

THE PHEASANT ROOM 2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION
No reservations accepted for these specials

conveniently
located
downtown

10:00-4:30

Tuesday
8:00-5:00
Wednesday
10:00-5:00
Thursday
10:00-4:30
Friday
8:00-5:00
Summer Job Applications include:
Summer School-June 18-August 13 at Founders
Conferences:
Boys State June 1119 at Harshman and Kreischer
Ohio Music Teachers Conference June 11-14
Jr. High Jamboree - August 4-7 at McDonald

Food coupons accepted 4:30-7:00 p.m. daily

European Rock Star
POSTER SALE
Choose from 60-100 different titles,
Postcards also available!

ON SALE!!

Fall 1988 job applications include:
McDonald, Commons, Kreischer, Garden Terrace-Deli, Amani, Chilys, Founders, Harshman, Bake Shop, Zzas, and The Galley.

Monday-Wednesday, March 14-16 in Student
Services Forum from 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

NOTE: It is recommended that all persons seeking fall employment, work approximately
two weeks during spring semester for training purposes. Current Food Operations Employees need not apply at this time.

Brought to you only by Igt

;::::::::::::::::::^^^

Graduate and Student Nurses:

ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '88 WITH

Teaching is
another one
of our
specialties

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
835 High St. - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
Phone 352-9378

9:00-4:30

Monday - Friday

Housing Openings for Summer & Fall
HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT - 8TH & HIGH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE 650 SIXTH ST.
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN
6TH AND 7TH
707 SIXTH ST.
818 SEVENTH ST.

Feature*
2 bedroom- 1 1/2 baths
Furnished - wall to wall carpeting
Extra large closets - linen closet
Gas heat and cooking
Laundry areas in each building
Patio area - grills available
Sound-conditioned interior
ASK ABOUT OUR NEW APARTMENTS ON MERCER ROAD

Special Features
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A facility that features the following:

• Hydro Spa Whirlpool
• Indoor Heated Pool

• Sun Lamps
• Metos Sauna

Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished A Unfurnished

• Shower Massage
• Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment

Professional mining » a condnuing leaning eipettence. especially al Horpet HospDol of Detroit Wan o 400bed odull care, leaching loel*t amama «*i the Defto* Medical Center ond Wayne Slate Unwrsity Specialty
practice areas include Medicine. Surgery. Oncplogy and Cardiology We currently ceer me following opporrumttes lor graduate and student nunet

Graduate Nurses
mteMewi are now In progress lot ilof positions We learure onentaron with a preceptor o choice of ( or
12 hoot man. Nunmg Grand Round! unf oaied mservtces clinical nurse specialist case managers and on
orvtfe SSN program

Student Nurses
Gel a con* heod start by dewMopmg your nursing skills In out Nurse Assistant Program you may choose
torn a variety ol clWeol settings expending on avaHobmry A*et otteniofon. your commitment to Harper »
very rlettvie - only one Saturday ond one Sunday per month during the school yeot Vou'll earn while you
learn ond I you Hoy at Harper, we w.11 apply your hours lowords Kill-erne status lo participate you must
De a sophomore, luntet or senior octtvely enrolled m o school ol nursing We orso require one clinical rotation
inmed/iuig.
Bnd out wnot Harper Hospital con do lot yout career Contact Mtehete JetvUn. RN. SSN. Coordlnolor ol Nurse
•ecrutlment. (11J) 74&4»71 collect Harper Hospital. W0 John ».. Dene* M 4*201 Equal Opportuntry Employer
Nursing that tokes you to the top of your profession

!■) Harper Hospital
^V

Member of The Detroit Medical Center
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leers win CCHA tourney title and NCAA bid
BG breaks the jinx
and beats MSU, LSSU
in Joe Louis Arena
by Al Franco
sports reporter

DETROIT - Michigan State
had sprinkled magic powder
over Joe Louis Arena for six
years, winning the championship on five of those occasions,
but Bowling Green reached
deeper into its bag of tricks and
Killed out two impressive vicries against MSU, 6-4, and
Lake Superior, 5-3, — winning
the CCHA Championship.
The title gives the Falcons
home-ice in the NCAA tournament pitting them against the
University of Vermont in a twogame total goal-series this
weekend. The winner travels to
Orono, Maine to face the University of Maine the following
weekend.
The jubilation before the postgame ceremonies for the firsttime tournament winners was a
long awaited sight for Falcon
followers.

York

Barber

There were more huddles then
a 98-yard National Football
League touchdown drive, gaining five yards a pop. There were
also tackles, and flags being
thrown, not yellow but orange
BG banners.
"It's a goal we've set each
year and have not accomplished," BG head coach Jerry
York said. "In that respect, we
feel very satisfied and gratified
with that."
Both games could be described as clutch and grab
contests, and after BG grabbed
the lead they clutched it to the
finish.

In Saturday's contest against
LSSU, the Falcons were able to
accomplish this by taking a twogoal advantage, giving up a
goal, then scoring again.
"I thought this was a much
more grinding-type of game
(than the semi-final against
MSU)," York said. "It went in
short spurts. Each team controlled the tempo during any given
30-second spurt. We are learning
to be a good team in this type of
game. It was kind of like checkers, where one team makes a
move then the other team makes
amove."
The key for the Falcons was
making a big move early. BG
led 3-1 after the first period.
Geoff Williams, Brent Regan,
and Marc Potvin scored for the
Falcons, while Brett Barnett answered for LSSU.
"We were flat early in the
game," LSSU head coach Frank
Anzalone said. "Our goaltender
(Bruce Hoffort) didn't make the
big stops early. Mostly, though,
it was 50/50."
The lead was by no means
comfortable as the I«iker loyal
had expectations of a comeback
similar to the one against
Western Michigan Friday. With
WMU in command with a 4-1
lead in the third period, the
Lakers scored four unanswered
goals, winning the game in overtime, 5-4.
But against BG, any thoughts
of a re-occurring theme were
shot out the window, or in this
case, wristshot out the window,
by Greg Parks as he scored with
just 28 seconds left to give the
Falcons a 5-3 victory.
Parks goal was no surprise as
he and unemates Don Barber
and Marc Potvin were clearly
the most dominant offensive trio
in the tournament. Goaltender
Paul Connell handled his chores
in the same manner as the
Parks line.
D See CCHA win, page 10.

Bowling Green's Greg Parks scores one of his three goals in the Falcons'
6-4 Central Collegiate Hockey Association tournament semi-final win
over Michigan Stale. Parks' shot beat Michigan Stale goalie Jason Muzzatti on the stick side. In the background is BG's Marc Potvin (24). The Fal

BG News/ Mark Thalman
cons went on to win the tournament with a 5-3 win over Lake Superior
Stale University. BG hosts Vermont Friday and Saturday in a two-game
total goals series.

Connell outplaying "better" goalies
by Al Franco
sports reporter

DETROIT — Bowling Green goaltender
Paul Connell doesn't have the stick skills of
the Philadelphia Flyers Ron Hextall. He
doesn't have the glove hand of the Montreal
Canadiens Patrick Roy.
Heck, he's not even mentioned in the same
breath as Lake Superior's Bruce Hoffort,
Mighigan State's Jason Muzzatti or Western
Michigan's Bill Horn. To some people, Paul

Connell is just another goalie.
But hold on, the sophomore from Cranston, R.I., was named MVP of the CCHA
Tournament over Hoffort, Muzzatti, and
Horn. The trio was named first, second and
honorable mention All-CCHA, respectively.
"You could question how great his iConnell's) skills are," BG head coach Jerry
York said. "Is he the best technique goalie in
the league? Is he the quickest goalie in the
league? There would be a lot of divided opinions on that.
"But I don't think anybody questions the

courage and heart that he brings to the
game. Some people say Muzzatti might be
better, Hoffort might be better, but nobody
says they have a goaltender who has more
heart and courage/'
In Saturday's game against Lake Superior, both heart and courage were tested
after Jeff Jablonski fired a hard slapshot
toward Connell.
"He (Jablonski) just came down the side
and he took the slapshot," Connell said. "It
See Connell, page 11.
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Falcons take title in 'big way
Motycka leads squad to second-straight championship
by Andy Woodard
assistant sports editor

TOLEDO — Bowling Green had never played in a Mid-American
Conference women's basketball tournament game in which the outcome was decided by more than five points.
The 1988 tournament changed that.
The Falcons 70-53 rout of Western Michigan gave BG its secondstraight MAC tourney title at Centennial Hall Saturday.
With the win the Falcons received the automatic
bid to the NCAA tournament and will visit St.
Joseph's University in Philadelphia Wednesday in
a first-round game.
"This is just like winning the high school championships when I was at that level. It's the ultimate," Falcon head coach Fran Voll said of the
win. "The biggest thing we have is MAC. That is
the biggest thing we have and our kids understand
that. Now we're able to take one more step beyond Voll
thatAfter wrapping up their second-consecutive regular-season title
two weeks ago, the Falcons became the first team in conference history to win back-to-back tournament and regular-season championship.
BG blew past Central Michigan in the semi-finals 95-60 Friday.
WMU head coach Jim Hess had nothing but praise for the Falcons.
"Bowling Green is solid. You know Michigan State beat Ohio State
this year and BG went up there (to MSU) and blew them out. I think
this might be the year our conference does something in the NCAA,"
Hess said. "I told our players after the game, 'we didn't lose the
game, we got beat.'"
Forward Jackie Motycka, who was named the conference's
Player of the Year for the second-consecutive season Monday,
scored 20 points and grabbed 13 rebounds in the victory over WMU.
"This year was a lot better than last year — I was more confident," Motycka said. "This year I was a lot more confident in myself
and my teammates passed me the ball. When they got me the ball I
just powered
it to the basket.''
"I[ rm
miglad she had a good tournament," Voll said. "She seldom has
a bad practice and she seldom has a bad game. She's a very consistant ball player."
Both teams shot in the 30 percent range in the first half which led
to a BG 32-21 halftime advantage. The Falcons rebounding margin of

26-19 in the half led the to 11-point difference.
"Rebounding was the deciding factor," Hess said. "They outrebounded us by 13. When their offensive struggled early in the game,
they kept their lead by going to the offensive boards. We just didn't
do the job we had to do on the boards."
BG started the second half quickly, increasing its lead to 40-25 at
the 16:59 mark on a short jumper by freshman guard Traci Gorman.
The Falcons padded the lead to 44-28 on a 18-foot jump shot by forward Megan McGuire.
"We really got into our ball game in the second half," Voll said.
"We got into our transition game and that was without a doubt one of
the keys for us."
But then the Broncos went to work, cutting the deficit to 46-40 after
a 12-2 run. The spurt was capped by guard Jenny Malinowski's
three-pointer from 22-feet.
. 0 .,._ .
*^
See MAC champs page 10.

Motycka tourney MVP
TOLEDO - Jackie Motycka, who led Bowling Green
to its second-straight MidAmerican Conference tournament title, led the medianamed all-tourney team and
was selected a unanimous
Most Valuable Player in the
MAC Final Four.
Also picked was Falcon
point guard Paulette Backstrom, Western Michigan
forward Yvonne Thompson,
Central Michigan center Sue
Nissen and guard Kim Tullis
of Miami.
Motycka, the MidAmerican Conference's second-leading scorer during the
regular season, scored 20
points and grabbed 13 rebounds in the 70-&3 champion-

ship game win over the Broncos. In the 95-60 victory over
CMU in the semi-finals, the
junior forward scored 23
points and pulled in six
boards.
Backstrom, a first-team
All-MAC selection, made 12
assists and grabbed nine rebounds in the two contests,
while Thompson scored 41
points in three tourney games
— including the gamewinning three point play in
WMirs 66-63 semi-final win
over Miami.
Nissen, the MAC freshman
of the year, scored 23 points in
the semi-finals and scored 18
markers and pulled down 10
rebounds in the quarter-final
win over Toledo.

Pfeiffer in NCAAs; Gaerke ends eighth
BG News/Rob Upton
Bowling Green junior forward Jackie Motycka gets ready to jump In effort
to make a layup in the Falcons' 70-53 MidAmerican Conference tournament championship game win over Western Michigan. Motykca," the
tourney and regular season most valuable player, is being hounded by
WMUsShannon Pickell.

Bowling Green women's diver Mary Pfeiffer earned a spot in the NCAA Swimming
and Diving Championships for the second
time in three years, last weekend in Columbus.
Pfeiffer, a senior from Oak Forest, IL and
four-time Mid-American Conference Diver
of the Year, qualified for the NCAA meet by
winning the one-meter diving competition at
Saturday's NCAA District qualifier on the
campus of Ohio State University.
She will now travel to Austin. Texas to
compete in the three-day national meet that

begins Thursday and continues through Saturday.
Her 11 dives totaling 477 points on the onemeter board was good enough to qualify and
give her a BG school record. Pfeiffer placed
eighth on the three-meter board and did not
qualify.
"Without a doubt this is the best I've seen
her dive," Falcons' diving coach Reagan
Minser said. "This is a great way to end ner
collegiate career."
Pfeiffer will be looking to improve on her
previous showing in the championships. She

did not score in her first appearance at the
University of Arkansas in 1986.
At the NCAA Indoor Track and Field
Championships in Oklahoma City, OK., sophomore Tracy Gaerke placed eighth in
Saturday's 800 meter final.
Gaerke, competing in her first NCAA
championship meet, qualified for the finals
by posting the fourth fastest qualifying time
of 2:08.37, a school record. But she was unable to to match her qualifying time, finishing
eighth in the finals with a time of 2:12.75.
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Tumblers down Redbirds
by Don Henaley
sports reporter

The Bowling Green gymnastics team flexed its
muscle Sunday when they shot down the Illinois
State Redbirds by a score of 176.7-162.9.
The Falcons showed consisitent strength in all
four events while posting their widest margin of
victory this year.
BG was once again led by very consisitent scoring among their top performers.
Captain Kim Trost was the spark plug for the
Falcons in leading the team in the all-around with
a score of 35.55. Trosts' major contribution was on
the balance beam on which she scored a 9.4.
The most solid performance of the day belonged
to junior Suzanne Bell, who posted a score of 9.15
on the floor exercise and a 9.0 on the beam. Bell
has really come on the last couple weeks after
early season injuries.
"Suzanne is really improving every week," BG
head coach Charles Simpson said. "She is coming
off of some earlier injuries and is doing better. The
team has a whole is getting healthier and we are
coming back to form."
The women came out strong in the vault where
Trost took second (9.0) behind ISU's Sheilla Roel-

CCHAwin
i: Continued from page 9.
Connell was rewarded for his
efforts, stopping a total of 67
shots in the two outings, being
named to the All-Tournament
team and tourney MVP.
By no means
can the chainEionship game
e called anticlimatic, but it
came close to
being just that
following an
incredible BG
victory over
When the Spartans scored the
first-goal at 3:36 of the opening
stanza, it appeared the Falcons
would become easy prey to the
Spartans long list of victims at
the "Joe."
But after Parks tied the game
and Joe Quinn scored a breakaway back-hander, the Spartans tans sat down, scratching
their heads as if to say' 'we have
a hockey game, here.
The MSU crowd would stand

Motycka
wins MVP
again

le's 9.05. Also pacing the Falcon vaulters was Lisa
Hillman, who tallied an 8.85.
BG created some distance between them and
ISU on the uneven bars by taking the event
43.05-39.55. The tumblers grabbed the top three
spots by placing Hillman (9.0), Meg Griffin (8.85)
and Lori Pinegar (8.6).
The Falcons remained consistent throughout by
taking the top three spots in the remaining two
events. On the balance beam the tumblers were
led by Trost and Bell. Nikki Condon aided the Falcon cause by taking third with an 8.85.

by Andy Woodard
assistant sports editor

The floor exercise told the tale however, as the
tumblers pulled away by winning the event
45.1-36.75. Kim Crawford (9.05), Griffin (9.05), and
Bell (9.15) took the top three spots on the floor.
"We did real well considering how hard the judging was," Trost said. "We are using a lot more
Sople and are searching for the right line-ups be•e the MACS."
The depth was prevalent by the performances of
Bell and Lori Pinegar, who although participated
in exhibitions on the bars, still scored an 8.6 to accompany her 8.6 on the bars.
The tumblers will wrap up the regular season
this weekend when they travel to Pittsburgh for a
dual meet with the Panthers.

then sit on many occasions
through out the contest as the
Spartans would score to tie it,
then BG would take the lead
again.
MSU's Shawn Heaphy tied the
contest at 14:24 of the second
period, then BG's sophomore
Nelson Emerson was sent to the
penalty box for four minutes to
serve high-sticking and unsportsmanlike conduct charges.
It was the ideal situation for
the Spartans to take command
of the contest, but BG's Brent
Regan had other ideas.
He picked up a loose puck
strolled down the left wing and
fired a slapshot. MSU goalie Jason Muzzatti made the original
save, but Regan fired in his own
rebound. The short-handed
mark was the turning point of
the contest as the momentum
swayed back in the BG favor.
The Spartans Danton Cole tied
the game just 21 seconds into the
final stanza, but the Falcons
came back as Parks knock in a
Barber rebound just three
minutes later.
With BG winning 4-3, controversy sparked the contest at

4:37. Heaphy came down the
right wing and fired a shot. Connell made the save but slid into
the net, with three-fourths of his
body in the net. The puck was no
where to be seen, and the referee ruled no goal.
"It was under my hip," Connell said. "I was trying to push
my hip forward because my
shoulders were in the net. The
guy behind the net didn't see the
puck go in, so he knew I made
the save.
"I guess you could call it a
break or what, but it wasn't
called a goal, and it wasn't a
goal."
Regardless, MSU's Bobby
Reynolds scored at 7:55 to tie the
score 4-4, setting the stage for
Andy Gribble's game-winner at
16:29. Gribble's slapshot from
the right face-off circle trickled
through Muzzatti's right arm
and upper torso into the net.
The Spartans come back bid
was all tor not, as Parks scored
an empty-netter with three seconds left.

Attention

BG News/Paul Vernon

Flipflop

Bowling Green freshman gymnast Meg Griffin is caught in the middle of
her floor exercise routine in Sunday's win over Illinois State in the Eppler
North Gymnasium. The Falcons received a lot of "'balance'' in the meet as
AIIMAC performer junior Suzanne Bell put together her best showing of
the season. BG travels to the University of Pittsburgh this weekend in the
final dual meet of the season. After the Pitt meet, the Falcons hope to
make the NCAA Northeast regional meet and possibly advance to the
NCAA Nationals.

MAC champs __
□ Continued from page 9.
The Falcons then called timeout.
"I told them in the timeout that we had to get back after them.
They were letting them fly and attacking us from all angles, especially from the three-point line," Voll said. "We were having some
confusion with our match-ups (at the time)."
Motycka started the Broncos' downfall by making back-to-back
jumpers to up the lead to 52-42 with 8:37 remaining. She added another jumper to keep the lead at 10,54-44, at the 8:05 mark.
Gorman put the nail in the coffin by making consecutive longrange jump shots to put the Falcons up 58-44 with 6:44 remaining.
She added a third bomb to push the margin to 63-46.
"I knew the shots were there and I had to hit them," Gorman said.
"I had been pretty hesitant because I was afraid if I shot it, then it
wouldn't go in. I just decided to relax and like Coach Voll said 'make
the shot.'
"Things started to flow after that."

Bowling Green junior
forward Jackie Motycka
was voted the 1988 MidAmerican Conference
Player of the Year for the
second
consecut i v e
season
Monday.
T h e
award
comes on
top of bei n g Motycka
named
the MAC
tournament Most Valuable
Player after Friday and
Saturday's tournament
games.
Motycka said she was
happy to win the award.
"I'm glad I won, but it's
more of a reflect of the
team than myself," Motycka said. "If we wouldn't
have won the games we
did, I might not have
received the award. That's
why it's more of a reflection on the team than myself."
Motycka was second in
the MAC in scoring with
20.8 points per game and
seventh in rebounding at
7.9 rebounds a contest. Her
free throw percentage
ranked sixth (80.0
a See MVP, page 11.

AMERICAN
V CANCER
? SOCIETY'

HOW CAN SIGNING YOUR NAME ON A
CARD THIS SPRING BREAK SAVE YOUR
LIFE AND MAYBE YOUR FRIENDS?

BG NEWS ADVERTISERS
Classified and Display
Deadline for advertising copy to be published
Tuesday, March 29 is Friday, March 18, 4 p.m. due
to Spring Break (March 21-25).

372-2601

214 West Hall
Membership Drive
Mon., March 14,15,17.
Union Foyer 9:00-4:30

ANNUAL CLOTfllNG'SALE"]
20% OFF ALL CLOTHING
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING M-F 8-5:00 SAT 9-5:00

MARCH 9-10-11
BRING THIS AD IN FOR 10% OFF
ONE GIFT ITEM EXPIRES 3/19/88

rr;

21

l'«iluiiie Studtn
SludTnl Gg

Our three-year and
two-year scholarships won't
make college easier.
Just easier to pay for.
Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship, you
could finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships
pay for full tuition and allowances for educational
fees and textbooks. Along with up to $1,000
a year. Get all the facts.

For information call
Cpt. Gary Wirzylo

at 372-2476
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRA1NINC CORPS
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Falcons cruised to finals
by Andy Woodard
assistant sports editor

TOLEDO — Bowling Green's
women's team set two and MidAmerican Conference tournament records and tied another in
Friday's semi-final 95-60 blowout of Central Michigan in Centennial Hall.
The Falcons set new tourney
standards for biggest win in a
semi-final game and biggest
half time lead (49-24). BG tied
the mark for the most points in
the first half (49).
The 35-point margin of victory
was the second-largest in tournament history.
"It was a great win and one to
enjoy for just a little while," BG
head coach Fran Voll said. "I'm
not sure we had any down times
in the game. With our frontline
type players we just kept it go-

ing all the way through. If there
was a breakdown, and I can't
recall too many, then we just
seemed to get ourselves back on
track."
Eleven of the 12 players
scored in the rout. The lone exception was senior guard Wendi
Huntley. Huntley did contribute
two assists and three rebounds.
Forward Jackie Motycka led
the onslaught with 23 points and
six rebounds. Centers Angie
Bonner and Dawn Eastman
scored 12 points each.
"One of our strenths is our
depth," Voll said. "When we
bring in a Dawn Eastman and a
Chris Mossing and a Tecca
Thompson, we don't lose much.
We can do a lot of things with a
lot of people."
The Falcons shot a blistering
60.9 percent for the game, including 66.7 in the first half on
20-for-30 shooting.

"We shot the ball extremely
well," Voll said.
On the other hand, CMU was
only 34.6 percent for the contest
and a meager 30.8 percentage in
the opening half (12-of-39).
The game was never really
close as BG jumped to a 16-6
lead with 14:35 on a foul line
jumper by Motycka. The lead
increased to 23-10 with 11:04 in
remaining in the half on a layup
by Chris Mossing.
At 4:48, Tecca Thompson
made a 15-foot jumper to boost
the margin to 38-16.
"All the players go in now and
know their rolls," Voll said. "We
pass the ball with a lot of
different people and we do some
things from some different angles to make us better."
Sue Nissen led CMU with 23
Slints and eight rebounds, while
ary Oswald scored 13 markers.
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Central Michigan's Sue Nissen expresses a pained look in Bowling Green s 95-60 rout in the MidAmerican Conference tournament semi-final game.

Connell
Continued from page 9.
was so fast, I just tried to stop it.
It just kept climbing and hit me
in the neck."
He went to
the ice at 14:24
of the first
*
period, and the
BG crowd was
silent. But
Connell rose
up, put back
on his mask,
and was ready

i

to play.

Connell

"There was no way I was goingout of the game," he said.
The next question he had to
answer was whether or not he
would be shell-shocked from the
shot.
The answer appeared to be

MVP_

BG News/Mark Thalman

Q Continued from page 10.
percent), while her field goal
percentage was eighth (49.0
percent).
Motycka moved up to second
on the MAC all-time scoring list

yes as the Lakers scored three
minutes later at 17:49. Brett
Bamett's shot was a change-up
that dropped like a Phil Niekro
knuckle-ball between Connell's
legs.
But this wasn't the same goalie or for that matter the same
team the Lakers faced all
season. LSSU dominated regular season play posting a 3-0-1
record against BG.
Connell had faced 18 shots
after two periods, while BG held
onto a 4-3 lead. What goes
through a goalie's head going
into a third period with a one
goal lead against a team that
hasn't lost to BG all season?
"Everything went through my
mind," Connell said. '1 remembered what happened in the
beginning of the year — the sec-

ond time we played them (LSSU
won 5-1). I realized that this was
the championship game, and we
hadn't won it in awhile. I just
had it made-up in my mind that
they weren't going to score."
LSSU didn't score as Connell
turned away seven shots in the
period for a total 28 in the game
giving the Falcons a 5-3 victory.
To nis teammates Connell is
known as "Goalie." It's a generic but fitting nickname fitting
his job description. And it makes
a lot of sense when figuring he's
been overshadowed by opposing
netminders all season despite
his 25-8-2 overall record.
So, call Muzzatti and Hoffort
(whose teams also made the
tourney) what you will. BG will
simply rely on its "Goalie " in
its quest for the national title.

this season and now has 1,642
points.
Former Ohio star Caroline
Mast is the all-time leading
scorer with 2,449 points. She won
the player of the year award
three successive years (1984-861.

"She was really the best
player to ever come out of the
MAC," Motycka said. "It's hard
to say who's going to win it next
year. Who's to say one of my
teammates won't get the
award?"

Michigan State's Don Gibson belts Bowling Green's Thad Rusiecki in the Falcons' 6-4 win Friday.

Classifieds

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
- BO PRO MEMBERS *
Next meeting .s Wed March 16 in 316 West
Hal at 8 OO PM Mary Qui.» a' Marketing and
Consulting Group (ar advatismg-PR firm) will
be our speaker
AIL STUDENTS WITH NATIONAL DIRECT
STUDENT LOANS. PERKINS LOANS OR NURSING STUDENT LOAN WHO ARE
GRADUATING OR LEAVING B G S U AT THt
END OF SPRING SEMESTER 1988 SHOULD
CALL THE STUDENT LOAN OFFICE AT
372 8112 TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT FOR
AN EXIT INTERVIEW
ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA

Strnger's Cate
Monday Wednesday Friday

2 5 PM $3 75
Alpha Eta Rho is having a meeting Tuesday
March 15 at 8 00 PM in 127 TB All
Aerotechnology students and Aviation enthusiasts are encouraged to attend.

SENIORS
IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN MAY 7.
1988 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES,
YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE
PLACED BY APRIL 1 1988 PLEASE PLACE
YOUR ORDER AT THE GIFT COUNTLR IN THE
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OP BY PHONING
372-2851 IF YOUR ORDER IS PHONED IN
YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW YOU CAP SIZE
ATTENTION JUNIOR DIETETICS MAJORS
interested -n helping your student peers? interested m working with a service organization''
If SO, apply to be a PEER NUTRITION CONSULTANT m ihe Student Weeness Center Appfccalions now available at the Wei (.220 Student
Health Center 3/2-83Q2) Deadline 'S April 1 b
Attention all Juniors & Seniors11
Omicron Delta Kappa is now accepting applications! Applications can be obtained from
405 Student Services & may be returned to the
UAO office. 3'd Hoc* University Un«>n
Omicron Delta Kappa is a nahon.il leadership
honor society & is recognized as one ol the
highest honors a University student can earn
Al applications must be received by March 30
So Apply Now*

WANTED:

SFO-Studanl Film Organuation-is showing
THE COTTON CLUB this Wednesday. March
18 at 800 PM In 106 South Hall. It's FREE!
JAZZ AEROBIC WORKOUT
Classes designed to fit both advanced and
beginning levels VISIT AND GET ONE FREE
WORKOUT. Classes held 6 7 PM MR at the
Natl Guard Armory 212 E Wooster
AMA FORMAL MEETING
Speaker Ken Mack
President ol Oiscover
Marketing Innovations
Tues . March 1 bth al 7 30 PM
McFal Center
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
Today 4:3C
400 Museley Hall
Come |oin us!
OCMB 4749
REMINDER
There are excellent student
leaching placements (al majors* avariacie n the
CLEVELAND area least and west subu.bs) the
Lorain county area and the FIRELANDS COLLEGE area PLAN NOW for Fall 1966 or Spring. 1989. Inquire at Room 318. College ol
Education or cal Dr Mary Joyce Luin at (216)
235 3885

SOLD LEADERSHIP-LEARNING
DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP
Topic Time Maragemenl
Mon. March 28 4 30 PM Oho Suite-Un»on
r
. ■ .-trvations call 2-2643
S*gma Sweetheart's
Formal Tea
Where Business Admin Room 102
When Tuesday March 15 1988
What Time 7 30 PM • 9 30 PM
All Interested Young Ladies

Are We'come
DAILY DRINK SPECIALS
Prces reduced Mon Fn 2*7 PM
STINGER S CAFE

STINGER'S CAFE
S 79 Subs after 10 PM
Eat m only

RIDES
Ride Needed tor 2 to Oaytona Beach. Fla lor
Sprug Break Cal 353-8210 or 353-6015

Phi Alpha Delia
Tonight Capital Rm IUnion|
9 00 Speaker Patent Atty
Charles Schroeder
TEST PREPARAIIONTEXTBOOK READING
Time Saver II Tips for Efficient Textbook
Reading'
March 16-3 30 10 4 30 PM or
March 17 4 00 10 5 00 PM
LOCATION 213 Moseley Hall Study Skills Ctr
REGISTRATION IS LIMITED CALL 372-8840

Progressive Student Organization (PSOi meets
tonight 9 pm. Taft Room Union to discuss
issues affectmg students and all others racism
sexism, divestment aparthed tuition increase,
etc Please jom us lo effect change For more
ifo caM352/534orwntePO Box 101.Campus

24 HOUR
TYPING ■ WORD PROCESSING

352 1818
EUROPE. $29.50 A DAY- V.s.t 7 countries by
bus camp at ntgfit Contact your travel agent or
TRADEWINO TRAVELLERS CLUB
1212)
832 9072

D

hi Aip"
;' : Cip-tal Rm (Union)
9 Co
' Atty
Charles Schroeder

SERVICES OFFERED

LOST & FOUND
FOUND One checkbook with 5 checks lell
Michael J Bove can cal 1419) 646-2318 to
claim his checks A to identity another tern
lound' Or leave a message in OCMB 6101

GRADUATING

SENIORS f. QUALIFYING
JUNIORS'
interested <n a career Hying high performance
military JET aircrall m the Air National Guard?
Call Dave Piter 1419) 866 2035

LOST A GOLD KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
SORORITY PIN THE PIN IS IN THE SHAPE OF
A KEV PLEASE CALL 372-4222 IF FOUND

Cont. on page 12.

EARL BROS.
CAR CARE CENTER

330 S. Maple, B.G.
Transmission
Re-Seal Special
lilt hides All rMrm.tl f Mi
I
95

Roadies leak check
irrr safety. Inspei Bon

FH„.M„I.

■»«•.»

Lube). OH
* Filter

Transmission
Maintenance Special
Includes: Fluid ( Goskel $ m AQJ
Reploce fluid, replace pan
I JF
gasket, rood test.
**©•! Can
Uf inti

Brake Job

UptoSqls. IOW-30oil
Solely Inspection 1AOC
... sii.es
V

Ph. 332-6966

SW C-'i

ly •„•

Pod. or Shoes
installed Metallic
pods S odditionol
ports extro

Lifetime Warranty
"0»' "■*
atawaSSaOC
'JV
^
a.,. 17f.es «"'.

Bring in this ad & receive 10°o off any other service:

Don't Miss This
Great Apartment!
309 High St.
• 2 Bedroom Apartments
• Completely Furnished
• FREE GAS, HEAT, WATER, & SEWER
•Laundry Facilities & Private Parking
•New Price Listing

FRIEDA AND FREDDIE FALCON
APPLICATIONS NOW AVAILABLE AT
ROOM 405 STUDENT SERVICES BLDG.
DEADLINE IS THURSDAY MARCH 17!

Newlove Rentals
328 S. Main

352-562(1

Classifieds

12 March 15.1988

A to Z—Wei pack & ship
UPS • Federal Express
148 S Mao 352 5042

Define, Dave. Tern. Doug. John. Liz
Ho*. Janel. Jell, and Tom
Thanks 'or making my 20th such a great day'
I'm ready ' Luckey" 10 have Iriends Ike you
guys'
Amy

'NEED A CARING RESPONSE
TO PROBLEM PREGNANCV
CALL
FIRST HOPE PREGNANCY CENTER
AT 354 HOPE FOR
FREE PREGNANCV TESTING.
INFORMATION AND SUPPORT
We re here 10 help you through'

Seelung PEER NUTRITION CONSULTANTS
lor the 198869 academic year' Applications
now available lor al junior dietetics majors Slop
by or call THE WELL (220 Student Health
Center. 372-8302) Deadline is April 15
SfcNSIBLE "FUN IN THE SUN"
Sensible precautions taken earty in hfe can prevent me occurrence ol at least 90% ol al slun
cancers Learn to tan sately now Come to the
fifth annual FUN IN THE SUN program Wednesday March 16. m the Union Foyer from 9 AM to
4 PM SPONSORED BY THE WELL.

Belore you sign that trip contract let Student
Legal Services, inc review that contract with
you Another Service made available by your
$2 Legal Fee
•KNOW WHAT YOU ARE SIGNINGCaH lor an Appointment
SIS 372-2851

BGSU CONCERT ANO UNIVERSITY BAND
IN CONCERT
Thursday. March 1 7 1988
Jay C Jackson ft Ann E Goodwin
conductors
8 00 PM
Kooecker Hall
FREE

STINGERS CAFE
$ 79 Subs after 10 PM
Eat in only
SUE CLEVELAND
and
MARY PFEIFFER
Good rob at Zone's' I am so proud ol you two
Hussies, you made it--4 years' Congrats and I
sure w* miss you next year I love ya'
^
Suzanne

HOW CAN SIGNING YOUR NAME ON ONE
CARD SAVE YOUR LIFE ANO MAYBE A
FRIENDS' IT CAN IF IT S A MEMBERSHIP
FOR THE TM DRIVING CLUB
BGSU'S
DESIGNATED ORIVER PROGRAM ALL YOU
HAVE TO DO IS SIGN A MEMBERSHIP CARD
IN THE UNION FOYER TOOAY FROM 9 30 TO
4 00 THEN BE A DESIGNATED DRIVER FOR
TWO OR MORE OF YOUR FRIENDS SHOW
THE CARD AT LOCAL BARS AND RECEIVE
FREE SOFT DRINKS ALL NIGHT" MEMBERSHIP DRIVE 9 30-4 00 IN THE UNION FOYER

' Attention Ad Club Members'
Ad Club is going lor a record by having two
meetings in a row' Elections tor otticers will be
nek) Wednesday March IBtnat730PMinlhe
Community Suite Union Come and make your
vote count or 'un tor an ollice yourself'

Sunglasses by Panama Jack
One-lourth OFF'
The Powder Puff 525 Ridge

Vera.
We're Going To Fioreda
We're Going To Fkxeda
Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah

I

"Join the I'm Driving Club'
How can you receive tree soft drinks by being a
designated driver? Get your I'm Driving Club"
card and take it to local bars Today* In the
Union foyer 9:30-4 00

I

ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA
Stinger's Cale
Monday •Wednesday - Friday
2-5 PM S3 75

nDQffQl f srwcial. George's spttial.
Taco MIII German Delight.
Vegetarian, Monty. Hawaiian
Punch. Chef's Delight. Regular, ot
RoaM Be*.

DAILY DRINK SPECIALS
Prices reduced Mon Fn 2-7 PM
STINGER'S CAFE
Delta Sigma Pi
Big Matt.
Congrats' I'm glad you got the office you
wanted You deserved it1
Li'Denise
■••ZBT"ZBT"ZBT"'
President SCOTT GRAY:
CONGRATS to you" It is so AWESOME that
you received those awards' VA KNOW. I'm
realy happy lor you'" t guess that this l*e
shows you ARE a Mtle different"" Congrats
Agam'
Love. Donna
•••ZBT"'ZBT'-ZBT*"

1 or 2 non-smoking studious, but tun female
roommates needed lor 88-89 school year Apt
on Frazee Can 372-4632 or 372-3893
SOON'

BE OUR ROOMMATE' We need one nonsmoking female to share an apartment.
1988-89 school year LOW RENT CLOSE.
AND HBO' Call NANCY or TERESA.
372-3331'
Female roommate now or summer Own room
Phone 352-1870
•

WANTED 1. 2 or 3 lemale roommates tor
summer and-or lall spring semesters Very nice
house dose to campus Reasonable rent
352-1668

Pr«»«nt thU od lor

WANTED One non-smoking male to sublease
two bedroom-two bathroom apartment Fan
1988 only CaH 363 5318
1

We buy cars, wrecked, kinked or anything
PH 352-5134

To vout door oi in the More

I

Filvd I6ur toSKIort
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I

MUG

$

I

3.50

1945 south Main
-"-•—
■ FREE DEUVI RY DAILY

from HAM

NOMINATED FOR ACADEMY AWARDS
INCLUDING BEST PICTURE
BEST ACTRESS

352.757,

FATAL
ATTRACTIO

j

AT 7:15 AND 9:15 PM

J
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The BG News

Classified Information
Mail-In Form

DEADLINE:

Two days prior to publication, 4pm.
' {The BG News n not responsible lor postal service delays)

RATES:

per od are 65' per line $l 95 minimum.
• 50' extra per od for bold type..
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line

PREPAYMENT:
NOTICE:

_is required tor oil non-university related businesses and individuals

CLASSIFIED OISPLAY: 1" or 2" ads
I" (8 line maximum) $ 5.85
2" (16 line maximum) $11.70

The BG News will not be responsible lor error due to illegibility or incomplete information Pleose come to
514 West Moll immediately if there is an error in your ad. The BG News will not be responsible for typographical errors irj closstded ads for more than two consecutive insertions.
The BG News reserves the right to release tne nomes of individuals who ploce advertising m The BG News
The decision on whether to release this information shall be mode by the management of The BG News. The
purpose of this poky »s to discouroge the placement of advertising thot may be cruel or unnecessarily embarrassing TO individuals or organ nations. Coses of fraud can be prosecuted

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
NAME (PIINT)

PHONE*.

ADDRESS
SOCIAL SECURITY* or ACCOUNT*.
(For billing purposes only)

n your od aearlv. EXACTLY how you wish it to appear
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold typo)

Clatiilicallon In which you with your ad to appear:
Campus & City Events*
___ Lost and Found
.Rides
. Sarvlcai Offered
. Personals

_ Wanted
. Help Wanted
.•oriole
_ For Rent

' Campus/City Event ads are published free of charge for one day lor o non-prolit event or meeting only.

Dates to appctar .
Mall to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(checks poyable to The BG News)

Total number of days to appear.

YOUNG PROFESSIONAL FEMALE SEEKING
ROOMMATE TO SHARE EXPENSES NICE
FURN APT CLOSE TO CAMPUS LYNNE
354-3251 AFTER 6 PM

Phone:

372-2601

I semester lal lease $340 a month Furnished
efficiency Al utilities paid Limited number left
PH 354-3182 or 352 1520
APARTMENT HUNTING?
Gel what you pay for Clean, comfortable surroundings
in privately managed buildings
See lor yourself
Our tenants are our references
352-3445 day or eves
A United number avaaable

NEED MONEY FOR SPRING BREAK' HENRY
J'S THE FUNDRINKERY IS NOW HIRING
ENERGETIC. FUN PEOPLE. FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULING ANO CAR POOLING
AVAILABLE APPLY IN PERSON AT HENRY
J'S 1532. BYRNE GLENBYRNE CENTER SUN
WED AFTER 8 00 PM
New England Brother Sister Camps-IMassi
Mah-Kee-Nac lor Boys-Danbee lor Gins
Counselor positions for Program Specialists All
Team Sports, especially Baseball. Basketbal
Field Hockey. Soccer, and VoHeyoal 25 Tennis openings, also. Archery. Riftery and Blkmg.
other openings include Pertomvng Arts. Fine
Arts. Yearbook. Photography. Video. Cooking
Sewing Roierskatlng Rocketry. Ropes, and
Small Cralt. All Waterfront activities (Swimming.
Skiing. Small Craft) Inquire Action Camping
(Boys) 190 Linden Ave . Glen Ridge. NJ
07028. (Girls) 44 Center Grove Road. H-21.
Randolph
NJ 07869
Phone (Boys)
201-429-8522; (Gins) 201-328-2727
NY.NY loving families Irving, in affluent suburbs
outside NYC are interested in hiring energetic
flexible & loving individuals to be live-in childcare providers Perfect job tor someone who
loves chtdren a travekng & is mlerested in taking a year off Also, summer positions available
Please write or call Pam KeMey (203)
454-7947 5 Rabbit H* Rd Weslport CT

APARTMENTS FOR RENT. S AND 12 MONTH
LEASES. CALL TIM AT 352-7162
APTS FOR 1988-89. Summer 88
800 Third SI-2 bdrm. 4 person occupancy
824 Sixth SI-2 bdrm. 2-3 person occupancy
Gas heated. AC. ample parking, laundry
reclines Owners pay all utilities except electric
Reasonable rates Cal 352-4966 (between 5
PM and 10 PM)
BEST HOUSE IN B G FOR SUMMER 88 TWO
OR MORE SUBLEASES AVAILABLE VERY
NEGOTIABLE 354 4520 JIM OR RANDY
CONVENIENCE PLUS COMFORT
Furnished Efteiency Apartments
FREE HEAT. A C 4 WATER
Private Parking
9 or 12 mo leases available
CALL RE. MANAGEMENT TODAY!
352-9302
FOR RENT
Excellent location on corner ol Court and Summit Street Summer only $90 a mo ea for lour
students Util included Cal tor less than lour or
information 352-2932
Houses and Apartments
Close to campus tor summer 1988
a 88 89 school year 1-267-3341
HOUSES FOR 88 89 SCHOOL YEAR
PLEASE CALL 354 7701 OR 362-2330
AFTER 5 00

Jay-Mar Apartments
603-815 Eighth Street
Summer A Fal Rentals starting at
$355 a month Furn-Unturn. laundry. AC
New owner special: FREE Cable TV
Installation it leased lor Fal by
5 15-88
354 6036 893-1061

06880
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer
yr
round
Europe. S Amer. Australia. Asia Al fields
$900-2000 mo Sightseeing Free info Wnte
UC. PO B> 62 OH03 Corona Del Mar. CA
92625
Resort Island Summer Employment Ice CreamGift Shop Restaurant
Housing available
Resume Box 431 Kelleys Island OH 43438

LOOKING FOR LUXURY

FOR SALE
2 ROUND-TRIP TICKETS DETROIT TO FORT
MEYERS. FLORIDA 3-19 TO 3-26. $200 each.
Will sell separately Call Jan 372-2606

ROCKLEDGE MANOR
Limited number avaaable. 2 bdrm .
2 ful baths, dishwasher spacious
And More—
LOOK TODAY!
RE. MANAGEMENT 352-S302

Anyone mlerested in an all-expense paid trip to
Daytona Florida over Spring Break
Cal
354 5722

Now leasing new 2 bdrm apis tor August
$350 a month plus utilities Call 669-3148

For Sale Stereo. Fisher turntable Receiver
Equalizer, dual tape deck. Pioneer CD. EPI
3-way speakers, wall unit 7 CDs Asking $800.
wi also sel components Mike 354-6517

Now leasing- May thru Aug Leases 1 2 or 3
bdrm apts & houses Yes. we do allow pets
353-1336
Smoking roommates (or Spring and Fall Half
block Irom campus Mike 353-0344

For Sale: Men's Jack Nlcklaus goll clubs. Used only 3 limes. Irons 3-9 and putter 1. 3, $
woods. Bag and pull cart. $150 or best offer.
CaH 352-2201

Sublease One bedroom apt m a quiet convenient location Available immediately Cal
353-1076 after 7 00 PM

HELP WANTED

Honda Aspencade 1200 cc lully equipped. 10
months old 352 5343 or 372-2097

Summer Rentals- 3 month leases
Apartments HousosRooms

- ATTENTION Technical Writing Majors. Technical Editing Males & English Matois
The BO News
needs copy editors Please call Judi Kopp at
372-2603 tor more into

Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps tor $44 through
the U S government? Get the lacts today1 Cal
1-312-742-1142 E«t 1794

200 Counselors i Instructors Needed!
Private, coed summer camp In Pocono Mountains, Northeastern Penn. Lohlkan. PO SOX
234BG, Kenilworth. NJ 07033 (201-2760565
ARTIST--For quick portrait sketches and
caracatures at Cedar Point. Geauga Lake and
Sea World Energetic and reliable Wil train
Need lace painters, cashiers-salespersons and
artists Contact
Kaman s Art Snoppes
1-216-338-3015

BITTB*. TAKEOFF,OH.
POUND

FEDERAL. STATE a CIVIL SERVICE Jobs
$19.646-*69,891 a year Now Hiring-Call
JOB UNE 1 518-459-3611 EM-FIS3SA 24
HR

HIRING"
Metropolitan Pools is NOW hiring LIFEGUARDS
tor summer help in Cuya. Portage and Lake
County Must be CERTIFIED in Lilesaving (CPR
is preferred) CaH 741 -9451 NOW lor an interview

TONITE IS POPCORN NITE
ALL POPCORN 1 2 PRICE

2fORl ^

HuM, OH, OK.
UiU, I'iL.OM,

m

Congratulat-ons Juae Osborn
lor being elected the 1988-89
FMA President'

KEYBOARD PLAYER NEEDED: Established
Toledo-area pop-rock band seeks new
keyboard player See Bret at 211 West Hal or
can 419 382 6942

fficvaSr

Bartenders and waitresses wanted LaRoe's
Restaurant Grand Rapids. OH 832-3082

General Counselors.
Group leaders, arts-crafts director, kleguards
fW.S I), Nurse, food supp . cooks, business
mgr Camps located in Bridgewater and
Leesburg VA Call the G«1 Scout Courted ol the
Nations Capital 12021 337 4300

Female wanted to share home-Whilehouse 20
mai Itom campus, nice yard garden $165 and
half ol utilities
1-877-0983 alter 7
1-877 5209 days

WON.-TUES.-WED

L

see roxi

Congratulations
Phi Delta Thela
on 140 years of
tradition and excellence
Let's make our loundmg fathers proud
Happy Founder's Day

2 females to sublease a house close to campus
lor the summer $200 & utilities Cal 353-3636
Bff

ivou choose the Sub-.
Well till the Mug

Coed Bicycle Tours
Cofcxedo Rockies 1988 Whitewater ramng.
leaping, van support Colege Cycle Tours
(313)357-1370

WANTED

The International Relations Organization wil be
meeting Tuesday m Hayes Hall room 203

MARCH is EMOTIONAL WELLNESS
MONTH
Learn to assess your limitations as a person, in
order to maintain satisfying relationships with
others For more information on this QKTiensron
or wetness and others visit the Well

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

Education Bldg.. Room 225
University of Arizona
Tucson. AZ 85721
1602) 621-4729 or
621-4720

RusteJILowe
I've been watching you
Love. Your admirer XOXOXOXOXO

GOING ON A TRIP FOR
SPRING BREAK 'lit?
'' 'Daytona Beach' • •
'•*FortLauderdale'•'
""Bahamaa"'
"•Elsewhere""

PERSONALS

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School

Pea Green at PoHyeyes
Green Beer at Campus PoHyeyes
Sun-Thurs

DRINKING AND DRIVING DON T MIX
JOIN THE TM DRIVING CLUB TODAY'
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE MON MARCH 14TH
TO MARCH 17TH IN THE UNION FOYER
9 30 4 00

Ahoftion. morning alter treatment
Proud to he pro-choice
Center lor Choice II Toledo O 255-7769

University of Arizona
offers more than 40
courses: anthropology, art, bilingual education, folk music and
folk dance, history,
phonetics, political science, Spanish language and literature and
intensive Spanish. Sixweek session. July 4August 12,1988. Fully
accredited program.
Tuition $510. Room
and board in Mexican
home $540.
EEO/AA

C-wjyRand
We are so excited that you have affiliated with
our chapter You're a great addition)
Love in the Bond.
Your AX Sisters

O's Herbs ft Vitamins Store NOW HAS JOE
WEIOER'S Energy Drink Orange and Lemon
Flavored and Amino Acids 166 S Main BG

Cont. from page 11.

SUNGLASSES
RAY BAN. SERENGETTI.
WAYFARER
10% DISCOUNT WITH AD
1022 N PROSPECT 352 2502

VUARNET

FOR RENT
1 bdrm apartments lor summer 1988 and
88 89 school year. 128 S
Summit
1-267-3341

Phone 352 7365
TAKE A LOOK AT.
AFFORDABLE 2 BDRM I 1-2 BATH
APARTMENTS. FURNISHED AND UNFURN
9 or 12 mo leases avaaable
TAKE A LOOK TODAYI
RE. MANAGEMENT
352-9302
Why pay high rent?
Invest in 2-bdrm 12X50 ft mobile home and
recoop $'s later Lots of storage. 10X12 It
deck Good concM-on' Must sell now' $6000
wlurn negotiable Park view 352-0958

WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL

Hurry — Don't Miss Out!!
Apartments Going Fast!!
3 Locations
• Palmer Avenue
• South Summit St.
• Napoleon Road
ft One and two bedroom apartments,
furnished and unfurnished
ft Heat, Water, and Trash removal
all included
ft On Site Management
ft Full-time Maintenance
ft Swimming Pools
ft Close to Grocery Stores, Shopping,
and Banks
ft Special Summer Rates

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT IF
LEASE IS SIGNED BEFORE
MARCH 31
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd. 352-9135 9-12,1-7 Weekdays 10-4 Saturdays

